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Hike dorm rent, lift statewide visitation rules

-Regents cut enroll1nent 10 :Pct.
B. RA DY NOLE
Associate Editor

ure_
FLORIDA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
Vol. 8
Friday, Jan. 23, 1976
No. 13

1976
Star Trek creator Gene Roddenberry appears at 7 p.m. and 1O p.m. in the
VCAR. . .see page 10 for program details and page 13 for a special profile
on Roddenberry and "Star Trek."

Sunday

"Odessa File," an 'action-suspense movie,
VCAR ... see page 10 for more information.

Monday

is being

shown

in the

"Nuts in May," a satirical Bicentennial revue, will be at the VCAR ...for
more details, see page 10.

Tuesday
Wednesday

Two musical groups, the "Robert Coady Band" and "Tesseract" will
appear on the Village Center Green at 11 a .m. . .. see page 10 for more
information.
A carnivar" w1ii' tie held-on ttie viiiage Center Green at 1·0 a.m. with Rosie
O'Grady's Jazz Band providing entertainment at 11 a.m. "1776," a movie
saluting the birth of our nation, is scheduled for 8:30 p.m. in the
VCAR. .. see page 10 for detail~.
Under the Table nightclub will feature the "Seventh Sun Disco" at 6 p.m.
in the VC Multipurpose Room . .. page 10 has more information .
The on-campus Homecoming J?arade begins at noon followed by a pep
rally on the Village Center Green. "Superfly" leads off the evening's
activities in the ENAUD at 8 :30 p.m. with a bonfire and fireworks
following at Lake Claire.

'Salute to. the Bicentennial'

Orlandoan B it Anne taton r ceiv d a tormy initiati n int th
Board of Regent in Tampa Friday a the r g nt · d i ion to ut
enrollment 10 p r cent at th
tate univer iti
v k d an angry and
vocal protest from nearly 200
F tudent .
Th regent vat d without di cu ion t adopt a plan that wo'Uld cut
admissions to 90 per c nt of th curr nt l vel, turning away 2,000 t
3,000 otherwise qualified applicant from FT .
The deci ion to cut enrollment am in light of d clining r venu
and in creasing enrollment at Florida's financial! '· trapped stat
universities, but Regent J. J. Daniel said the board ould recon icier
their position in 90 da s after the state legislature me ts and decides
what leve l of funding higher education will r ceive next year.
' We had to provide a contingenc plan if the legis lature doesn't fund
us," Daniel said. "We have to maintain quality in our program.'
The regents have requested appropriations nearly 30 per ce nt over
this year's amount, primarily to fund a 22 per cent raise for Staie
University System faculty members.
At one point, about 200 chanting, picketing student protest rs
marched into the , room and demanded time to protest the enrollment
cut.
Chairman Marshall Criser banged his gavel and attempted to restore
order as the students chanted, "They say cut back, we say fight back!"
"Young lady," Criser scolded the female spokesperson of the group,
"you were told you would have five minutes to speak if you were here
at 9:30, and you weren,t here. However, I am willing to hear you out
for five minutes."
Sheila Meecham, University of South Florida student, then spoke,
flanked by several other protesters holding signs and banners. Ms.
Meecham demanded no enrollment caps, no tuition hikes, and no
cutbacks in services.
As she concluded her speech, two students dumped a bed sheet dyed
pink, "a ceremonial pink slip" in front of the flabbergasted regents.
The cutbacks", to begin summer quarter, may hurt FTU more th:an
any other state university because it already accommodates nearly
2,000 students more than the number funded by the slate.
FTU President Charles N. Millican says he expects the school to be
flooded with early applications, and, according to Millican, all will be
processed !lOrmally until a deferral plan can be worked out.
The regents also abolished dormitory visitation rules, leaving
visitation policy to the discretion of the individual presidents. "I guess
the world keeps on turning," sighed regent J. J. Daniel, as students
attending the meeting broke in to loud applause.
The regents then granted permission to FTU to raise housing fees by
$25, also eliminating phone service in the dorms. FTU has not had a
housing cost increase since 1971.
The regents then adopted, the BOR evaluation reports of FTU
President Millican and FSU' President Stanley Marshall.
Millican's evaluation was highly favorable, but the regents found
"bookkeeping errors" at FSU that caused Regent Marshall Harris
''grave concern." After some spirited discussion, however, the board
agreed to recommend Marshall be retained at FSU, "on the condition
that regents' staffers can get with FSU's bookkeeping department and
get this straightened out.,,
The evaluations were the first of a new "Five Year Evaluation
Policy" adopted by the regents to judge the performances of each of
. the state university presidents.
The regents also approved, reluctantly, the implementation of the
Common Course Numbering Project, though several board members
expressed concern about the program's ultimate cost and practicality .

Complete text of BOR's evaluation of President Millican, page 4

Bonds reinstate tuition loans
By MYRON CARDEN
Managing Editor

The financially-troubled
Florida State Insured Loan
Program received a much-needed
shot in the arm last week as Lt.
Gov. Jim Williams approved a
$7 .6 million increase in the loan
ceiling to $19 million.
Accord in g to Don Baldwin,
FTU director of financial aid,
the increase in funds will have a
three-fold effect on FTU
tudents:
--The 250 students who had
loans canceled due to the loan
hortfall will now be able to
re ubmit their loan applications
and receive payment for
whatever quarter they reque ted
a loan.
--. pplication for loan \\hich
had b en halted for the ·pring
and ummer quarters are now
being accepted again due to the
incr a e in fund .
--After Feb. 15 the Financial
Aid office will accept aid
application for the 1976-77
hool year.
Bald~'·in aid the deci ion to
in r a e the loan c ilin and its
eff ct
came at a Jan. 15
m eting of the Florida tudent
Fin an c i al Aid Ad vi ory

Committee with Commissioner
of Education Ralph Turlington.
Bonds totaling $10 million
sold by the state Monday

"to ass i st i n me e ti ng the
demand," Baldwin said. He

Continued on page 5

So1ne residents 1nay move
b.e cause of rent hike
By ANNE MERRITT
Staff Writer

<

Five of ten dorm students
polled Sunday said they were
con temp la ting moving off
campus due to the $25 per
quarter increase in dorm rates
beginning spring quarter.
The plan , which was approved
by the Board of Regents at its
Friday meeting, would increase
double room rates from $160 to
$185 per quarter while a single
room would cost $205 per
quarter instead of the present·
$180. Telephone service would
also be made optional under the
plan.
The dorm students were
asked, "Does the BOR's
approval of the FTU proposal lo
raise dorm rates $25 per quarter
affect your decision to return to
the dom1s?"
Matthew Premate. a
sophomore physics major said
the increased dorm rates would
, "most affirmatively" affecL his
decision. "It's definitely cheaper
to live off campus,'' he said.
Photo by Mike Padgett
Janice Berry, freshman
Bicentennial commemorative tray is just one piece in an communications student and
FTU hi tory profe or's collection of what he calls Rodney Bailey, freshmen
B~~e~J~.

computer science major, agreed
with Premate. Both Ms. Berry
and Bailey said they could live
off campus cheaper if they
budget themselves carefully.
A freshman art student said
the increased dorm rates would
not affect her decision. "I am
here to gef an education, no
matter what the cost," she said.
Another dorm student, a
sophomore political science and
French major, said the increased
dorm rates would not affect her
decision but "it makes me mad
as hell."
Convenience was the reason
John Woodward cited for
s Laying in the dorms. "You
could forget a book and go back
to your dorm room for it " said
Woodward, an engineering
major.

The m aj o ti ty of students
interviewed said they w re ups t
over FTU's decision to make
telephones optional. One
expressed concern.
·'What if a stud nt broke a
leg, couldn't move, and nobody
was in the suite to help him?"
one student asked.
1

P~tos~moreju~and~ocy,p~e3.~--------------------------

:t . ,.

•

Metric system conversion
termed inevitable by prof
According Lo Dr. Ernst
Goldstein, FTU professor of
engineering, American
conversion to the metric system
is necessary and inevitable.
'Ten to 15 years would be a
good time span for metric
conversion," he said. ' But it
definitely won't happen this
year."
The actual conversion is a
frightening proposition to many
persons; Goldstein said he feels
it would be best if the
government approv d a plan and
set a deadlin<' for total
"metrication." ' Otherwise," he
said, "the people would get
panicky. '
'There will be con fusion," he
continu d. "Some mistakes will
be mad . But .America cannot
stand alone forever."
'
America is not standing alone
' in c Ii n gi ng to the "English
system" of measurements but
Lhe United States stands with
such nations as Gambia, Muscat
Naura, Oman and Tonga.
The .pros and cons of
American metrication are
pr sen ted in a report from the
National Bureau of Standards ln
the U.S. Department of
Commerce publication
"Technical News Bulle Lin.'
The advantages, according to i
the report are: iL is easy to learn,
remember, and understand; i.t
would provide Lhe opportunity
for design improv men Ls and
elimination of needless sizes and
types of products; it would lead
to wider markets for exports
products, world-wide
interchangeability, and a wider
choice range among imports.
The detriments to metrication
as cited in the report are: it
requires extensive modification .
of manufacturing equipment;
additional stocks of materials
and spare parts would be
needed; there are many
consumer education ·problems.
Goldstein presents a strong
argument in favor of
metrication. He said the
transition will "move at a snails
pace" if no organized, ·,
mandatory legislation is pa~sed
Lo insure complete convers1011.
Goldstein's statement may 1
not be entirely accurate
however. General Motors, IBM
Sears Roebuck and 33 other
major U.S. corporations have
either already begun, or have
announced their intention to
begin converting to the metric
system. The new Chevrolet
"Chevette " for example, is built
entirely with metric
measurements.
1

How would
you like
to sign
the work
you do?
lt' a hame that most of u
don't get to ign our work.
Be au e we'd probably do it
bett r. Ju tout of pride.
etter
1 And tti'l.t couJQ IT}ean
pr~do t nd er ice
for ev r body. o. e en if ou
don't ha e to ign our work,
do the kind of work. you'd
be proud t put our name on.

An important part of the
' metrication issue" deals not
only with industrial
considerations but also with the
impact it will have on the
consumer.
'It takes a long time to
educate the public " said
Goldstein. It will be difficult
but the confusion must be
overcome.'
Difficult may be a mild
description, especiall
when
metrication is viewed from a
monetary standpoint. One
estimated cost for the
changeover (quoted from the
'Technical News Bulletin) is
. '500 billion with . '25 billion
going to military metrication
alone.
On the oLher hand, it must be
remembered this money will be
spent over aL least a 10-year
period and the future monetary
benefits from increased trade
resulting from the conversion
cannot be calculated.
"Metrication must be
deliberate organized and slow,"
said Goldstein. He added many
persons, particularly older ones
will refuse to accept it at all.

HEIGHT 162 cm

BUST 92 cm

''We have to rel
on the
younger generation " he said.
Relying on the
ounger
generation' will also be a
difficult and expensive
undertaking. 'The American
School Board Journal' lists a
few of the changes which will
have to be made to facilitate the
changeover, including: cour es
of study, textbooks, and related
teaching materials will need to
be revised or rewritten where er
units of measurements are
involved; Leach rs will ne d Lo
be prepared and Lhose already
teaching will require retraining
to teach the new measurement ;
maps will need to be introduced
with metric grid lines and
distances scaled in metric units.
There is, however a brighter
side to metric education cited in
the "Journal" by Floyd W.
Hpugh, chairman of the
American Geophysical Study of
the Metric System. He said 25
per cent of a child's time as well
as the teacher's could be saved in
arithmetic courses if the metric
system is used.
The same article quoted the
findings of a U.N.KS.C.O. study

WAIST 61cm
HIPS 90cm
THIGH 44cm

CALF 32cm

AMERICA

GOES

rm

ANKLE 20cm

Miss Poly Metric

which sa1a children m t;ngland
and Scotland who were taught
the "English system" were
found to be less proficient in
math than those from countries
which taught the metric system;
a salient point iri view of
American concern about low
student mathematical abilities.
Scientist says the metric
system, based on decimal units,
is by far the more accurate,

having a scientific (atomic)
definition which the English
system does not.
''The metric system is an
international language, like the
calendar. or time," aid
Goldstein. If India can
metricate, why can't the U.S.?"
There is no doubt the United
States can metricate. The
question is, should we?

ff:.

MUSIC SHACK
RECORDS e TAPES e GUITARS
BANJOS e UKES e MANDOLINS
SHEET MUSIC e ACCESSORIES
- GUITAR REPAIR SERVICE - GIBSON WARRANTY CENTER -

8 YOUR LOCAL MUSIC CENTER 8
BUTLER PLAZA
1429 E. SEMORAN BLVD.
. CASSELBERRY
FLORIDA

THIS COUPON WORTH

$1.00
TOWARDS THE PURCHASE OF
AN~ SET OF
GUITAR STRINGS

FREE ESTIMATE
ON GUITAR R.EPAIRS

678-1765

We spend an average $250 reconditioning every used car we sell. _G~d tires. ~o~~ brakes are very
critical, on our used cars you've got them. Engine. overhaul, transm1ss1on work,. 1f 1t s neede~. w_e do
it btfort you buy. Every car detailtd completely from bumper to bumper. All this_plus excellent financing, on the spot delivery .and outstanding values. Over 100 select used cars in stock.

75 MllCIDIS 450 SL, maroon. 2 dr. This car is ~howroom new. .
75 TOYOTA 1/5 COIOLU, a bronze beauty, low miles. one owner
75 PLYllOUTll IOAD IUllEI, maroon & black top, fact. air, A/T, P/S, P/B
75 TOYOTA TIUU SI 5, fact. air. 6,000 miles, dart green, one owner
75 TOYOTA COIOLU White 2 dr., 10,000 miles, terrific gas mileage, 4 speed
7' TOYOTA llOllOIO WAIOI, fact. air. A/T. 19,000 milu
74 fOID PllRO, fact. air, 4 speed, vinyl top, bright rtd, low miles
74 YW Ill 4 speed, 13,000 miles, .bright yellow
74 Us OllllA 4 dr, 19.000 miles, one owner, A/T, P/S. R&H
7• TOYOTA CILKA Red and red. 19,000 miles, air. 4 speed .
.
-74 UICOUI COll1111111L UH IY Arctic white, fabulous car, NADA book $7100
74 TOYOTA COIOUA 2 dr. deluxe. whit• with black top.Fact. air, 4 speed
71 UlllUI AMUSSADOI, 4 dr. fact. air, A.IT. PIS. P/B
7J PllllO 2 dr. A/T. f~ct. air, 32.00Q milas! sky blue, a bo~us bllY at
7J HUWI A/T, f1ct. air. extra clean, sh1rp little economy car
7J TOYOTA COIOll WAHi 30,000 miles, A/T, fact. air, n~w tires.
.72 PllTO IUlllOUT Bright green, ml clean, 4 speed. real nice smaller car
72 N'ISUl TIUCI, Fact. 1ir. 4 sp11d. low miles, extr1, extra clean
72 ClllYIOLIT UUIU 4 dr. h.t. load1d. 34.000 miles. exceptional m
72 Y.W. 411 WllOI, fact. air, AIT. completely rebuilt molar
.
72 OPIJ. WAIOl light blue, 38,000 miles, complet~~ safety che~ked and serviced
71 TOYOTA COIOUA WINI Air, excellent condrt1on, whrte
.
71 POll111C fllBlll Double sha~. 2 dr .. gold color auto. P.S., air
71°&1. lllMIT Hird to find one like this 4 sp11d, bucket ~eats, w/w.
·70 DOHI TIUCI D-200, 4 wh11I drive, new tires. old but 1n great shape
.67 MllQDU 200 D. 4 dr., diml with ~ir, m~tor just rebuilt completely

.

'

TRAvELhPs
C?\,4TO
UcJtEXICO

$15,900
$3695
$3995
$3795

$2195
$3195
$23'5
$2795
$2195
$3695

$6395
$2795
$1195
$199~

$199S

S2•tS·

51295
$2'tS
$23'5
$HH
$1695
$1 SH
$2195
$16'5

$1195
$21tS

With vacation time fast approacl;ing,
many of you will no doubt be traveling
to Mexico. Some of you might even be
coming back. Here are some helpful
hints.
1. A man on a burro always has the
right of way, unless he appears to be
a weakling .
2. In local cantinas, pouring a shot of ·
Cuervo down a man's collar is not
thought to be humoroU:s.
3. Falling onto a cactus, even an
actual Cuervo cactus, can be
a sticky proposition.
4. It is tough to find hamburger
rous:ui<im.e sitnaller towns• it's
. '
best to bring your own.
I

America. It only works

as well as we do.
- ~I
JOSE CUERVO& TEQUILA 80 PROOF.
IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY ti 1975, HEUBLEIN. INC., HARTFORD. CONN.

Prof ''junks'
Bicentennial
By RANDY NOLES
Associate Editor

Hi tor ' Profe sor Richard
Crepeau, while tra eling through
'the heartland of America,'
stopped with his famil at a
Howard Johnson restaurant in
the 1idwe t. It was then he wa
hit with a flash of patriotic
fervor.
The Childrens' Menu it
seems folded into an authentic
revolutionary tri-cornered hat.
Creapeau, realizing this is
what the Bicentennial is all
HE MAY NOT BE AN AMERICAN, but even an obscure
foreign recording artist can get into the. act.

Future----
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about. " wanted to pre erve ome
of that
pirit for future
generation
so he started
accumulating what i now th
mo t complete "Bicentennial
Junk ' coJ!ection in thi region.
He generaou 1) allowed FTU
photographer Mike Padgett to
photograph some of the priceless
collection.

**

KEEP PATRIOTISM FLYING HIGH with this Bicentennial

I Frisbee.

A commemorative
edition from

Texas Instruments

~
...

A!Oll'"H

T u~jl'Ull

J'

'1
ele
colt

WITH BICENTENNIAL BINGO , everyone's a winner!

Election ordered on
collective bargaining

Spirit

*t
t
of:

'75
electronic
calculator

B I CENTENNIAL CALCULATOR

YOU SHOULD NOT ONLY live and breath the Bicentennial, but eat and drink it
as well .
·

Rep. Dick Ba~chelor, DOr an g e County, visited
campus for the entire day
Monday, meeting with
vice-presidents, SG officers,
the Faculty Senate Steering
Committee, and Career
Service representatives.
Batchelor, a 1971 graduate
of FTU and now a
po st-baccalameate student
here, was elected in 1974
and serves on the house
education committee. He
said such visits "make the
problems more realistic to
you . "

The Public Employees Relations Committee (PERC) ordered a
collective bargaining election be held within 45 days for Florida
university faculty and professional personnel. .
About 5,000 university employes were included in the major
bargaining unit. PERC also granted the requests of law, medical and
agriculture faculties at University of Florida to form their. own
bargaining units.
According to Dr. William Esler, chairman of the Faculty Senate,
PERC has not set an election date as of press time. "But we're looking
Batchelor, who was SG
forward for that 45 day limit "he said.
attorney general while an
Competing to represent the state's faculty members and professional
undergraduate said dming
employes will be the United Faculty of Florida (UFF), and the
Association of University Professions (AAUP) . Esler said 70 to 75 per
the fiscal crisis, FTU has
cent of FTU's faculty favored tlie UFF in a straw ballot cast by the
been "an efficiency model
Faculty Senate.
for the state."
' The percentage (supporting UFF) is less at the University of
Florida and Florida State," he said, "but it's about that on other a...----------~-----------------------....11
campuses.'
The three specialized units
tablished are for faculty and
t.aff m mbers at the University
of Fl rida m dical school, UF's
agri ullure school and th state
university law schools. M mbers
~
of Lhes units will either vote for
m mb rship in the discipline's
organizations, or for no union.

·.

-~,·

.

~om 1,500 gradual teaching
as i Lant w re deni d a r quest
to be included in a union.

collective
Es! r aid th
bar g a i n in g is s u e d la wa
pri maril cau d b th heavy
workload maintain d by PERC
and th
Board of Regents
(BOR).
' Il wa in the intere t of the
BOR to dela th el tion
he
plained.

ccording to th

~
ad

Z'~~

• Clean modern laundry

facilities
• Air conditioned
• Soft music

_

Drop off laundry In the morning on
the way to school and pick If up In
the afternoon on the way home.

******************

!... "SAGA SAYS" :*
You could go nuts waiting for
*
iC
a better deal than
*
!il :***THE
MEAL PLAN***: !
:
Special offer for an 8-wk. plan : *
i' :
19 meal plan
$180.00 : *
!i' :: 1014 meal
plan
$170.00 ! !
meal plan
$160.00 : *
il
Price includes tax
** *
.....
~ _Sign .up.now,.for, the meal plan in the *
! Village. Center. Cafeteria Office, or Adm in.~
~

fC
fC

•

"""•**************************

.Dry cleaning for one pair. of. slacks .
with two additional garments and
FTU ID card.
"""
r.2filfl0l'9Jfll'9Jrnr.ir;<fl~
L.:JL.:JLIW L:.J ww~LIL.;J
Fairway Marlcet Plaza
FTU Blvd. and 436

il Serv1ce Off
· ice, f rom g a.m. • 4 p.m.
~
Mon. thru Fri.
i'
SAGA Food Service Office
f
i'
ask· for Bill or Clif

a a.m. - lo .m. 671-901 4
~~~~~~~~~~~~~i ~*** *
OPEN

•

,

~

*
"'f""

**

*
** ******'**
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Text of Presideni Millican 's evaluation
Regents E. W. Hopkins, Jack
McGriff, and Marshall Criser
prepared l his evaluation of
President Charles N. Millicans'
tenure in office in accordance
with a new policy providing for
evaluations of Floridas' state
university presidenls every five
years.
Millican, whose ten year term
in office is longer lhan any other
president wil hi n lhe Stale
University System, received lhe
first evaluation of the new
policy, and the full report was
read al lhe Board of Regents
meeting in Tampa, January 15.
As a public service, the Future
is reprinting in its' en tire ty lhe
text of that evaluation:
President Charles N. Millican
was appointed in October 1965
as the founding President of
Florida Technological
University. President Millican
co-ordinated the planning and
the opening of F.T.U. in 1968.
Dr. Millican is presently 59 years
of age and in apparent good
h ea! th. An evaluation of his
administration has been
conducted in accordance with
the General Outline of
Performance and Review of
Presidents and Chancellors as
circulated to all Board Members.
In addition to those persons
identified in the evaluation
guidelines who are essential to
be contacted for evaluation
purposes, additional contact has
been made with other· faculty,
administrator-, students, citizens
of Orange County and its
environs, the Chancellor, the
immediate past Chancellor, the
Board of Regents staff
administrators of othe;
institutions, representatives of
community colleges, legislators,
members of Congress and
generally a cross section of those
persons having knowledge of the
caliber of administration at the
subject university.
Based on the availability of
the foregoing information, the
following evaluation of President
Millican is reported:
1. The university has grown
from its inception to now a
university community of 350
faculty, 10,900 students and
approximately 1,000 other
employees. The university is
essentially a commuter campus
having only currently 414
residential students. The
university indicates a need for
more ca mp us housing. The
university has a unique problem
for the past year with an
enrollment increase of 30 per
cent.
2. The president appears as a
conscientious and thorough
individual. He has evidenced
cooperation to the board, the
chancellor, the staff and to the
pre ide1it of si ter univer ities.
He ha personally upervised
each tep in the growth of Lhe
university. As described by
several people 'he has literally
supervi ed the laying of every
brick on the campus.' The
univ rsity is a growing
in tilution in a growing area.
The growth in the past few years
has been m rcurial and has
cau ed substantial problem . The
univer ity apparent! . has coped
well with these problems under
all circum tances. Decision
must be made above the
presidential le el in order to ee
that the growth doe not
continue without adequate
planning
funding and
coordination.
3. The Pre ident appears to
have a good relation hip
generally with tudent . He is
said to b acce ible and on
occasion the tuden
bypass
taff per onnel re pon ible for
tudent relation for direct
n ct ' i
pr · d t. Hi _

~2. Th universi ty need to
reVIew th
ducational 11 ed
the taraet population °~
despite the burden of ~e

relationship with faculty
apparently is reasonably good
under the circumstances. The
faculty on this campus as in all
campuses, is restive because of
problems of the time, including
specifically economic
considerations. Faculties are
generally restive. There will be
s om e move me n t o f be tte r
faculty members if adequate
funding is not provided. This
problem, again, must be resolved
above the presidential level.
Although lump sum
appropriations to the university
give good administrators an
opportunity to make the best
use of the resources made
available, frictions are caused
from time to time by those
persons agitating for a collective
bargaining agent, . but this
problem is not uncommon to all
campuses and to all University
communities in the State
University System. The
president appears to have a good
relationship with his staff. They
are all supportive of his
administration. Those persons in
the community at large who
have been contacted generally
are very complimentary of the
president. There is some
question as to whether the
university has sought and
obtained the community
support that it deserves and
needs. Part of this problem may
be an early instruction that
private fund raising not
prejudice existing educational
programs at Rollins College and
at the local junior colleges. The
time has come for re-evaluation
of the instruction and it is felt
that substantial improvement in
private fund raising and in
strengthening of the UniversitY
Foundation should be
undertaken. The physical
location of the campus is
somewhat remote from the
downtown Orlando area·
however' with over 10,000
students and 1,400 employees,
the institution is now an
important segment in the
educational, economic and social
life of the area and it should
play a more prominent role in
the affairs of the area.

on-ca mt~u

1

increa e in tudent
popu a ion determine whether
or not the . overal popularion
nee ds are bemg met and wh ther
more off-ca mp us facilit ie
should be operat d.

13. Th ere is no question
about the president'
c? n sci en ti ~u~ . ?ommitment to
his responsibihties. In his work
he is aided by an extreme!
a~tractiv_e,_ loyal and popul~
wife and his personal and family
life are extremely valuable to the
university.

PRESIDENT CHARLES N. MILLICAN
6. The organization of the
university seems to be logical
and in accordance with
established educational
administration. The evaluation
here conducted is not of the
staff itself, but only of the
president, his performance and
his ability to seek and attract
adequate personnel and organize
them appropriately.
7. There is some question as
to the adequacy of planning for
the future on the campus. The
role and scope of the university
has definitely been changed
from the time of its conception.
It was conceived as a
technological center available to
the federally supported space
program at Cape Canaveral,
which program has been
virtually disbanded. The i:iame of
the university is unquestionably
a misnomer. It is not principally
a Technological University, but
generally has a Liberal Arts and
Business mission. The University
System has undertaken a role
and scope has been redetermined
for F. T. U., . then possibly the
planning for the future will
integrate that mission
assignment to the problems
existent in the growing
population area of central
Florida. As time goes on, the
president probably should spend
less time with the day to day
detail and more time in long
range planning. The size of the
university now dictates that staff
people handle day to day
matters and that the president
address himself to coordination
fund raising, university relations
and planning.

4. The president has the
apparent ability to resolve
conflicts and grievances. He
sometimes takes time in making
decisions. H would appear that
this time is pent in being certain
that all viewpoints are heard
before the final decision is made.
The con ensu is that once
deci ion are made they are
adhered to and supported. There
does not seem to be major
conflicts and grievances existing
on campus within the president's
control which remain
unresolved. While there are
dis ident to any administration
th ere seem to be no Iarg~
organized an it-administration
forces as exist on some
cam puse . All administrations
will be attacked during
preparations for collective
bargaining elections but these
expre sed grievances will have to
be evaluated as to motive and
origin.

5. A generally successful
ad ministration would indicate
th a t the p res i de n t has
surrounded himself with
reasonably qualified personnel.
The question is raised however
as to how many new people have
been brought in from time to
time and whether or not some
hifting in personnel and some
personnel changes might
improve the performance of
those per ons retained on the
taff and bring some new blood
and new insights into the
_ cision ~~ing,

procedures and that each of
these policies and procedures
now be tested as it moves from
adolescence to young adult
hood, not based on what has
been done in the past, but based
on what is best for the university
for the future .

9. The president seems to do
we 11 in written and . oral
communications and there
appeals not to be any continuing
problem of tardiness in filing the
myriad reports that
gov ernmen ta! bureaucracy
requires in Florida today .
10 . The fiscal affairs of the
university, including budget
preparation, cost control, record
keeping and productivity seem
to be in good order. Audit
reports have not been generally
critical and necessary steps to
correct deficiencies seem to have
been taken from time to time.
This is a vital responsibility of
University administration and
apparently it has been taken
seriously on this campus.
11. The university and the
president utilize a part time
private attorney who seems to
have a good working relationship
with the president, The
president also has available to
him the Office of the General
Counsel and those persons in the
Board of Regents office who are
familiar with legal consequences·
of various courses of conduct.
He seems to be knowledgeable
of the law and the rules and
regulations . pertaining to
governance of state universities.

8. The campus can ·generally
be described as conservative
reasonabJy quiet and a good
place for research, study and
teaching. The university would
probably be strengthened by
in-house studies and evaluation
of existing policies and

,

In summary, the president has
made a valued contribution to
the development of the new
university in a fast growing area
of Florida. He should examine
his own personal goals for the
remainder of his professional 4
life; he should satisfy himself
that he has not insulated,himself
from new ideas, new thoughl.5
and conflicting viewpoints. He
should move out into the
co mm u n it y a n d gain more
community support for his
university. He should increase
private financial giving in that a
margin of excellence can only be
brought about in certain areas
with private subsidies to current
state funding. He should occupy
himself less with detail and more
with planning. 'Receiving a new
charge as to role and scope, he
should redirect the course of lhe •
university's future and should
adjust its progiam to the current
needs of the population of Lhe
area. Among other things, he
should demonstrate leadership in
the change of the university's
name and not worry about those
people who find the name
change uncomfortable. The
I onger t_hat that decision
dawdles, the harder the decision
will be.
. ~onsidering all the foregoing
It IS the recommendation of the
committee that President
Millican has discharged his
responsibi,lities with ability;
retains the health, vigor and
desire to continue his duties and
the committee recommends that
he should be retained in his
present position with periodic
evaluation to continue in the
future.
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Tuition loans

Sheriff, jail director cite
detention center changes
chief of Wint.er Park.

By KERRY FAUNCE
Staff Writer

Shoultz graduated from Texas
A&M University in 1940,
entered the United States Army
and became a career army
officer. It was his experience in
tlie military police which
motivated him to devote his
career to coping with the
difficult problems of punishing
deterring and rehabilitating
offenders.
Colman said the Orange
County detention center had the
reputation of being a typical
southern, redneck jail before he
became Sheriff in 1971.

Orange County Sheriff Mel
Colman and Jail Director ":Jim
Shoultz, a retired Army colonel,
were the guest speakers in
Criminal Justice 310 last
Wednesday.
Colman
native of St.
Petersburg, and a member of the
Correctional Standards Council,
was appointed Sheriff in 1971
by Governor Reubin Askew.
Before his appointment he
served as a police officer in St.
Petersburg, and later, as Police

Voter registration
deadline nears
Voters_ must be at least 18
years of age and an Orange
County resident. Proof of age
and residence is required.

To vote in the March 9
Democratic presidential primary,
residents must be registered by
Saturday at 5 p.m.

Physically disabled voters can
register by mail and vote on
absentee ballots.
Voters can register at the
Orlando office and Ocoee
Courthouse Annex from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Saturday. Any county
resident can register at any
office except Winter Park, which
is restricted to city residents.
Residents of Seminole County
may register from 8: 30 a.m. to 5
p.m. at the Sanford Courthouse.

Education
scholarships
awarded
The College of Education will
a ward ten $10 0 academic
scholarships to education
students in recognition of
scholastic achievement during
the winter quarter.
Applicants must have attained
junior status anti have
_ successfully completed phase
one of the education program.
In addition, applicants must
have at least a 3.0 grade point
average.
Deadline for applications is
noon, Feb. 6. Award recipients
will be announced Feb. 20.
Application forms may be
obtained from Rita Pearce in
GCB 202.

$120 a month fully furnished and
fully equipped

Call 898-3723 or Call Collect 321-0014
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Perform a
death-defying
act.

Have regular
medical check-up

SHERIFF MEL COLMAN

added the money would ao to
the tudent loan fund a well as
for payment of
2 million
borrowed, from other state
fund.
Baldwin aid the committee
' agreed to shoot for
25
million a the ceiling on the
student loans during the
1976·77 fi cal ear.
To further ease the money
burden
a bill has been
introduced in th FT Student
Senate to allocate $20,000 to
the loan program. The propo al
was placed in committee la t
week and was expected to be
voted on Thursday. Baldwin said
the money 'would sure help
especially for debt payments.
Baldwin said one con equence
of the Florida In ured Loan
Program shortfall is that
$85 000 in short-term loans
(loans to be repaid by the end of
the quarter) have lleen handed
out this quarter. He said
$25,000 is the average amount
I en t in . short-term loans per
quarter.

of FLORIDA

TO RENT
MODERN, LARGE, 2-3 BEDROOM
12095 DE SCAR TE
APTS.

Thanks to you

Unite~

Historically, the jail had had
some serious problems--riots,
escapes and fires.
Colman said he set out to
clean up the jail system by
remodeling existing facilities,
constructing new facilities and
purchasing new uniforms for his
men.
Colman said he recognized his
training was in law enforcement,
not corrections, and Shoultz was
hired to change the image of the
county jail and institute some
new programs to improve the
situation.
"I had to have a new
approach for looking at police,"
Colman said.
Shoultz said much tension
builds up in a jail. "The most
traumatic moment in any man's
life is the moment he is deprived
of his liberty," he explained.
"There are two things you can
do with criminals," he
continued. One thing is to
"warehouse" them where they
can school themselves in crime.
The more desirable option is to
offer them the opportunity to
do things while they are in jail,
he said.
"I recognize that a certain
number of people that we deal
with may never be of any value
to society, and that they must
be kept locked up for the rest of
their Jives in order to protect
- society, Shoultz said. My own
personal estimate is that about

Continued from page 1
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Eliminate dorm
visitation rules
Future--~
0 n e of the Board of
Regents' surprise moves at
its meeting last week was to
eliminate system-wide
restrictions on dormitory
visitation and put the
decision in the laps of the
university presidents of if or
when the opposite sexes can
visit in each other's rooms.
The effect of the move
was one of liberalization; at
last, the regents have shown
a refusal to try to mandate
morals for adults. We
encourage Pr sident
MillicaR to answer the
question by lifting all
. restrictions on visitation.
Five years have passed
since Regent Elizabeth
Kovachevich caught the ear
of the news media by
calling university
dormitories "taxpayer's
whorehouses." The
situation turned out to be
not as immoral as they
thought. Restrictions today
are comparatively lenie11t.

COMM
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the business of consenting
adults, not of . the state.
Neither are sleeping hours
or any of the claims
administrators may want to
mak e ab out pro t e cting
students ' we 1fare. Most
dorm students will tell you
the rules ~uen 't enforced
anyway.
If the goal of residence
life is academic and
personal growth, there can
be no substitute for a real
life situation. If college life
has anything to off_er
outside the class.room, it is
the experience of living
with others without
supervision.

We appeal to President
Millican to make the
dormitories free and open
for visitation. We think
society , ·and more
importantly stud~nts have
matured enough to deal
with it.

or

But adults who are
paying rent to live in public
facilities should be allowed
to do what they want
within the law, particularly
because they are
publicly-owned.
Sexual mores cannot be
--THE EDITORIAL BOARD
legislated successfully, nor .
should they be. They are

involvement
reign
.

tl.i\.J.llr.......,;;::=~ at· Homecoming? )
By VICKI BLANCHFIELD
Associate Editor

Homecoming is generally a
very special event, steeped in
tradition, at high schools and
colleges across the country. It is
considered a prestigious
highlight of the sports year and
serves as a unifying force among
alumni and students as they
proudly pool together to
support their team and school
name.
F·T U ' s Home co m_i n g,
unfortunately, has not been
characterized in this respect by
its student population or its
alumni in the past.
Continued on page 7

Toughen standards
for enrollment caps ·
Those inevitable caps on enrollment for state universities came last ·
week, and now university administrations must choose a method of
deciding who may and may not enroll.
Of all the means proposed, the only one that makes sense is that of
raising academic admissions standards to disqualify students with
poorer grades or lower test scores from entering the universities.
Admitting prospective students on a first come-first serve basis and
drawing numbers in a lottery to gain admission are both ridiculous.
Such methods might eliminate those students who most wanted to gain
entrance, who were best equipped to pay, or who could 'do the most
with a college education.
.
Though high school performance and standardized test scores and
poor indicators, and though it may not be idea to say a student
"deserves" to enter a state university because of prior achievement,
they are the besi criteria we've got.
Open admissions have to be temporarily buried, and the yardstick
which must emerge is a tougher set of requirements.

\

A stern warning

So much for .the right of reply

I~ the ne:vspaper business, this is what. you call
Since somebody brought him to FTU, he has
gettmg your Just desserts: Pie in the eye.
·
changed the location of his catatonic roost several
~ week ago today a silent band of terrorists b~rst l times, thought to my knowledge not in such a
throug~ the _doo rs of the Future office, ritualized fashion (these programming types have a
cer~m~mous~y birdnaped a stuffed vulture and left, )penchant for the dramatic).
all m smgle file.
. .
The guerrillas didn't , come without warning.
. They were led by David H~ang, president of the Village Center Program Director Vicki Roussman
--THE EDITORIAL BO ARD Vi.Hag~ Center Board, dress~d m a yellow fur viking. told me they wanted it back. I thought she meant
SUit, m ~, character he h~es to call "Shun the like parcel post or something. Two mysterious phone
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Mundane. They wore anyfu1ngfueycouldfindlli~ cal~th~aft~noonprecededthea~aull
looked da_rk and gruesome--bla~k sweaters, ponchoes,
Really' guys, if you had just asked, I would have
g~ease~amt. They looked hke the Symbionese been glad to get rid of it
FLORIDA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
Li~~:t\~~t ~~ydum ed a f
.
. But it wa~ cl~ar from~ quasi-ranso~ note they left
/:'DI TOR IA L BOARD : Dana Scott Eagles, Hditor-i11-C'1ief' Myron S. Carden,
h d
I
rozen
strawberry
pie
on
with
an unmd1cted co-conspirator that they came
1
ll'/a11agi11g Editor; K11rtis J. Klardie, Assistant Managi111: Htlitor; Vicki 8la11chfield,
my ea ' w Jere sa ' closest to _t~e door, as I do for' not to bury Vincent but to rescue him.
R,,;,,,,. 'n lr>s. Assoriate Editors
man~ Ion~ ho~i:s every w~ek, editmg copy, yelling at I don't quite get the connect.ion with the pie:
ED!TORJAL STAFF: Holly Crfswell. Dee Deloy, Kerry Faunce. Alan Geeslin
r~op e ~n ma mg _executive decisions for a common maybe it was retaliation on general principle,
Mark Hess SteM ls/Jam Anne Merritt. Michael Padgett, Fred Sommer Caroly1;
a orer s wage.
th"
t k
It
Tucker, Fred Van Asschc
·
In the process they coated with
.
S<?m~ mg o eep me occupied while they escape
B USI !:SS ST.,IFF: Ban:•· Poit. Business Wanagcr; Betty Nail, Advertising Manager;
the upholstery on an armchair d th~hi~lped cream or payment for the bird (we refrigerated half of the
an
e PI e on a new ' pie to eat the e t
k)
Pete CartN, Sales Mana~cr: O/llck Cleveland, Circulation 1Hanagcr: Kc11t Klardic,
wall-to-wall carpet, --destroyed the top third of a '
n x wee ·
fAvout Designer
·
legal pad, three press releases and my self-res ect
After the battle it was. quiet in my newsroom
Tire: Future is pub/is/Jed week fr at F7orida Tcclrnvlogical Unilwsity hy Preside Ill.
(temporarily), stained a purchase order for a flpash . bunk~r. I reflec~d on what it all mean t. I was glad to
Owrlcs N. Millican. It is written and edited by. st11cle111s for the 11niJoersi1y
attachment necessiated the dry
f
get nd of the bird. I was almost flattered that they
.
co1111111111it_v, withojficesi11 thcArt Complcxcm LihraDn'l'e.
'
c1eanmg o a thought en
h f
t
$ B9
f
n
Complaints may he adtlre sed to the_ etlitor·i11-cl1iC'fandappealed LO the Board of
corduroy jacket from Montgomery Ward and m
oug 0 us 0 spend 1.
on a roze
1
P11hlic:atim1s, Dr. Frederic Fedler, dtairman.
have caused the heartbreak of fruit-induced psor·1 ~y strawberry pie. I decided not to become violent: I
Tlte ecliturial is theupi11io11 of the rn?1 spaperasfor11111la1ed by thecditor·in-c:hief
The last thing I remember before impact 3;~ ~ven we~t to the bank that evening with strawberries
111
and the editorial board. and not ncc:essarily rhac of r!1e FTUadmillistratiou. Other
asking if they were from the water skiing club
my hair. They cashed my check anyway.
ro1111m•nc is rile opinion of 1/Jc wriLcr alv11e. Tile Fuwrc welcomes fellers bearing
They weren't. They wanted the bird mo~e th
r. wouldn't have put up a fight, but since they've
signarure . .Vamcs may be wi1hlleldfor publication upo11req11cs1.
revenge for editorials. Vincent is a scra
decided to mak~ an issue of it, it's time to ma~e the
171i public tlocu111c111 wa promulgaccd ar an a1111ual cos1 of 49. 725. or 24.3
spread-winged vulture, whose taxidermist, wJ~ Y~ streets of America safe for our women and children,
ccnTs per copy to illform 1/ze FfU commimi1yofrelacetlnewsa11nou11ccmen1sand
sense of humor uncharacteristic of the professi·o to let those who would plunder our property know
acTivities. A111111al ad1wtisi11g rc1·enul' of $20,425 defrayed 41 per cent of this
n that
annual cost.
made permanent the blood on his head that gushed
we mean business, that lawlessness will no
tailing address: P. 0. Box 25000, Orlando, Fla. 32816. Entered as third class
from the wound that marked the end of his mise
longer go unpunished. They sh all pay.
.
T1111i!at the US. Post Office at Orlando, Fla.
and the beginning of ours.
ry_ Touche, masked men. My attorney will call you in
the morning.
- DANA EAGLES

Fu tu re

t
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Great legislative moments

Old campus ruins reveal death by spending
By DANA EAGLES
Ed itor-in-Chief
and

Dr. Willard Shroeder of the
New York-based Institute for
Dead Academia, who unearthed

RANDY NOLES
~sociate

Editor

BITHLO--A renowned
archeologist has uncovered ruins
of an ancient university whose
decline and fall has been likened
to that of Florida Technological
University.

remains of such institutions as
Saskatchewan Tech and the
University of Florida at
Micanopy, said artifacts have not
revealed the institution's name,
but student senate bills buried
deep beneath the earth's surface
show the university's decline

Ho-,neco1ning--~

I

Continued from page 6

Perhaps this is partly because
FTU's history and the first
of FTU's commuter status; official homecoming alumni
reception are also amon·g
partly because the school is still
in its formative years. After all, scheduled events leading up to
members of the present student
the climatic Homecoming game
hody are active participants in . against Florida Souther when
FT U crowns its new
determining future traditions at
FTU.
H o m e co m ing queen.
Rick Walsh, student body
Homecoming dance is slated
vice-president claims, "This is
afterward, featuring "Southern
FTU's first attempt to bring the Comfort."
alumni back to campus and start
Roughly 7 ,000 invitations
establishing our own traditions were sent to alumni to stimulate
here. This is a very critical
involvement.
homecoming."
Babysitting services will be
Now is our chance to shun the available to students on
"apathetic student body" label Thursday and Friday evenings
and whole-heartedly share in the and all events are free to FTU
myriad of homecoming events students, so there is little reason
scheduled during the upcoming why participation should be lax.
week.
This is by far a very integrated
Student Government and the effort conceived by our
Village Center have devoted Homecoming planners. Now it's
scores of hours planning the our turn to act. The groundwork
slate of activities for this year's has been laid--the potential for
celebration--FTU's salute to the the basis of a genuine FTU
Bicentennial. While they Homecoming week tradition
endeavor to increase student exists.
involvement on campus, a
Homecoming offers the
special effort has been launched opportunity for students and
to gain alumni support as well. alumni alike to join together and
Homecoming week kicks off share in writing yet another
Saturday evening when Gene chapter in FTU's brief history.
Roddenberry, producer of "Star
The question remains--will
Trek" gives two performances graduates and members of the
on campus.
student body shirk their own
An on-campus parade, "tradition" of apathy and get
followed immediately by a pep involved or will they continue to
rally , a bonfire and free stifle FTU'sspirit?
fireworks display, a~ off-campus
This is our homecoming. The
parade for the first time ever in choice is ours.

-closely parallels that of Florida
Tech.
"There is no doubt in my
mind that this ancient university
went bankrupt because of
reckless spending for ridiculous
purposes such as is being
proposed now at FTU,"
Shroeder said. He cited bills such
as one now in committee to send
three oboists to Poland for
$4,200 as examples of fiscal
mismanagement.
Shroeder gave examples of the
money bills found locked in a
vault at the excavation site:
1. $500 for troughs near the
Administrative Building for
students who ride horseback to
school to water their animals.
2 . ~2,000 to bring Art
Linkletter to campus as part of
National Literary Appreciation
Week to discuss his' book,
"College Students Say the
Darndest Things," to be
allocated as follows : a) $1,927
for an extensive media campaign
and related publicity b) $73 for
Mr. Linkletter's speaking fee.
3. $8,500 for a Nostalgia
Whistling Chorus .J,o promote
spirit at basketball games, to be
allocated as follows: a) $7 50 for
sheet music to "Happy Days Are
Here Again," "She's Too Fat
For Me," "Don't Let the Stars
Get In Your Eyes," "Pass the
Udder Udder Over to My Udder
B rudder," ''The Swingin'
Shepherd- Blues," and "Yes, We _
Have No Bananas." b) $17.49
for a Bakelite pitch pipe c)
$1,200 for jaw bandages d) $868
for a case of Binaca e) $12.50
for secretarial and mimeograph
costs to promulgate sing-along
song sheets for both spectators
f) $6 ,400. 01 to bring the
Mormon · Tabernacle Choir to
campus for ' a clinic on "The
Relative Whistleability of
Diatonic versus Chromatic
Compositions in Sweat-Filled
Environments."

4. $12,000 for an Army
surplus Sherman tank for the
Young Anarchists (with the
understanding that any
aggressive moves against the
university will be regarded as
bad sportsmanship, and the tank
will then become the property
of Student Government).
5. $600 for unicycle racks
outside the library.
6. $50 for each of ten plaques
to be awarded to any student
senator attending three
consecutive senate meetings.
7. $25,000 to train and equip
a parking militia to combat the
onslaught of brutal
military-ind us trial complex
campus police. Training program
would produce soldiers skilled in
robbing little nd fine boxes and
returning teir content:s to
oppressed students, blowing up
three -wheeled vehicles, and
covering policemen's homes with
non-removable parking stickers.
The program would include
development of a . corps of
eng·ineers to bulldoze dirt lots.

tonner skiers with a $12 million
Ski Naughty yacht to serve as a
floating casino to include an
8-track tape player.
10. $7 .95 for an 8-track tape
of Nelson Eddy singing, "When I
Grow Too Old to Ski I'll Have
Yo'u to Remember."
11. $6,000 to hire enough
crew team mem hers to row a
dugout canoe at 45 miles per
hour.

Dean dislikes
new ''Future''
Editor:
It is with considerable
disappointment that I have
observed the change in format
used fo_r the name of the campus
newspaper.
Until recently, the style used
("FuTUre") was both innovative
and unique . The "FuTUre"
clearly belonged to FTU. Now,
however, we have "Future",
which is unimaginative and
ordinary.

8 . $1,200 to the Arthur
In summary, let's go back to
Godfrey Fan Club to bring
we all identified with
something
Godfrey and his musical revue,
"The Arthur Godfrey and were proud of. Let's put the
Experience" to FTU, to be "FuTUre" back in our future!
allocated as follows : a) $500 to
buy pennant:s, buttons, and "We
DEAN BERNARD OSTLE
Love Arthur" banners b) $27 .50
COLLEGE
OF NATURAL SCIENCJ
to promulgate 1,000 pamphlets
entitled, "What Arthur Means to
Me" c) $573 to accommodate
Godfrey and company d) $100
for a Godfrey honorary banquet
(Most students and staff, from
at Krystal's.
all indications, did not identify
with the old style. Mo.st we
9. $1,200 for chisels for
talked to in pasl months said
members of a water skiing club
t h e y d id n 't re a l iz e the
to carve dugout canoes to float
connection between the old
on Lake Claire. Purchase is made
style and FTU. The old
with the understanding that
nameplate didn 't make it clear.
chisels will be bought back by
Since we were aiming for
the Incorrect Craft Co. for
readability in making lhe
$1,000 for each of the next 50
change, we dropped it
years, after which said company
alloge lher.--Ed.)
will furnish the 70-year-old
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First lady's responsibilities.
•
•
diverse, time consuming
By HOLLY CRISWELL
Staff Writer

,

Photo by Kerry Faunce

MRS. CHARLES N. MILLICAN, FTU'S "FIRST LADY,"
said her primary duties include social activities and
maintaining the home as a "place where Dr. Millican can
come home and have peace and rest."

Future------------.;...
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There is a traditional mystique surrounding the
wife of a university president. FTU's "first lady,"
Mrs. Charles Millican is no exception.
As would be expected, Mrs. Millican presents a
picture of elegance and graciousness, but her
responsibilities are both diverse and time consuming.
And most of them are unknown to college students.
"Social activities are one of my primary duties,"
explained Mrs. Millican during a casual chat in the
lovely Millican home. "But my No. 1 job is to try to
maintain the home as a place where Dr. Millican can
come home and have peace and rest.,,
A college graduate who majored in home
economics, Mrs. Millican said her favorite hobby is
cooking. "But I just don't have time to do much of
that anymore,'' she added.
It's understandable Mrs. Millican has little time to
indulge in her hobbies. Aside from managing the
household and a large amount of entertaining
inherent in her position, Mrs. Millican must also sort
through the dozens of invitations she and her
husb~nd receive and decide which functions they will
attend; a job she says is of utmost importance.
"We have to maintain close community relations,"
she explained. "That's important because without
close contact, people would not be aware of FTU."
Although her schedule is a busy, if not hectic one,
Mrs. Millican said she loves what she's doing.
"I love to entertain. I wish we could do more of
it," she $aid with a hint of whistfulness since a great
deal of the Millicans' entertainment time involves
attending and not hosting. '
Mrs. Millican leaves one with the impression her
life has always been one of prominence. She
confided, however, that it is rather frustrating to be
viewed by the students with whom she comes in
contact as being "different."

Father and son team

-

"I haven't changed because I'm a university
president's wife " she said. "I'm still a country girl at
heart."
The "country girl" had to become a " ociety
woman" in October, 1965 when Dr. Millican
accepted the position as FTU president. Mrs. Millican
recalled the events leading up to that moment.
"We had to go to Tallahassee and be interviewed
by the Board of Regents. We also had to be
interviewed and okayed by each cabinet member
individually. I didn't get nervous at all until I got
into Governor Bum's office. My knees were
shaking!" She laughed as she told of the former
Florida govetnor's "all-business" attitude which she
said was a Ii ttle unnerving.
Apparently her shaking knees did little to hinder
her husband's app!Jintment because by February
-1966, the Millicans had moved to Orlando, and Dr.
Millican 's appointment had been announced.
Today the Millicans are an established part of the
Orlando community and Mrs. Millican seems more
than happy to shoulder the responsibilities of a
university president's wife.
·
"I'm very independent. I enjoy going my own
way," she said about the times she and her husband
must attend separate functions.
"There's one thing I'm really proud of,"
interjected the attractive Mrs. Millican. "We've had
23 commencement exercises and I've missed only
one!"
By using the term "we've" Mrs. Millican leaves
little doubt about her feelings for FTU. Her ties with
the school are obvious and it is comforting,
somehow, to know that the "first lady" of FTU puts
the uniersity above all other social considerations.
"We (she and President Millican) put the
university first," she said. "Everywhere we go we
represent FTU."
·
After meeting Mrs. ·Millican, there is no doubt that
FTU is well represented.

.

Basketball strictly a.fantily affair
By HOLLY CRISWELL
Staff Writer

Red-faced, body shaking with
halfsuppressed emotion, the
contrived excitement of FTU
basketball ·coach Eugene
"Torchy" Clark can be an
entertainment in themselves. But
what sort of person is this
flamboyant, intensely
competitive man when he is
outside the boundaries of a
basketball court?
"I think I'm a pussycat," said
Clark seriously. "But when that
whistle blows you can bet I'll be
in the game!"

"I think I'm a pussycat,"
said Clark seriously. "But
when that whistle blows
you can bet I'll be in the
game!"
Clark'
elf-definition seems
incongruous (puss cat?), with
the over-zealous fire-breathing
coach image he projects at
courtside.
'I don t think any successful
coach can just sit there and
watch the game go by, said
Clark when asked about his
exce ive emotional di pla s on
the sidelines.
It would be a lot easier if I
wasn t o emotional. Yet if I
wasn t that way Id feel that I
didn t do the be t I could. Id
feel guilty, 'he added.
Apparently Clark ha been
doing omething right in hi ~5
years of coaching. The FTU
Knight have won 106 game
and lo t Gnl · 46· a remarkable
record for a gra root team.
"We' e come a long way in a
short time,' commented Clark
about the Knight record. He
added he foresees having an even
better team once the educational

complex is completed and there
is a gym on campus.
A glance at Clark's over-all
coaching record shows h~
approach cannot be all wrong.
Durfng this eight years of
senior hjgh school coaching at
Xavier High School, Wisc.,
Clark's teams took seven out of
eitht football conference wins
and eight out -of eight titles in
the basketball conference.
Co ·aching football and
basketball, serving as athletic
director, and being successful in
each capacity is a great
achievement. But Clark
maint-ains that one of his
greatest achievements is having
taught classes at all levels and in
varying subjects.
'I'm as proud of that as I am
of anything else, ' he said.
' A lot of people think you've
really made it if you 're coaching
a college team. I like sports and
the level at which I teach is of
no concern to me," he said.
Clark talked about his move
to FTU as being motivated
mainly by a desire for change.
We had won so much at
Xavier I thought I'd been where
I was long enough," said Clark.
He laid his head on his arms as if
trying to recall the details of his
feelings at the time.
'My goal was never to be a
college coach. But my brother
and m assistant coach from
Xavier were down here and
when I heard about the job at
FTU I threw my hat into the
ring.
According to Clark, coaching
means more than simply
teaching ) oung men how to
handle a ba ketbaH
' 'I want to win, sure," he said.
·'But I al o want a kid to be a
better per on as a re ult. I want
to touch him someplace
morally.
Watching Clark turn several
shades of purple with rage

fITT

Bo Clark is just as c.ssertive off
the court as he is at his guard
position on the FTU basketball
team.

"The only reason I came to
FTU is that I wanted to
play for my dad. It's an
absolute privilege for me."
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PLAYIN~ BASKETBALL FOR YOUR FATHER is not
alwa~s enjoyable .. Freshman scoring ace Bo Clark gets. a good

chewmg out by his father, cager Coach Torchy Clark.
d~ring a game it's apparently a
different story however -as his
1
h
1.
.
la rs
voca i~at1ons echo
throughout the Wmter Park High
School
gym.
"
,
I know the game and,, Im
h
roug
on my p I ayers,
he
~xplained . '·r f~el discipline is
important. 1 thmk my players
know that. .
Clark pointed out that he had
1

only one technical foul called on
him last year and has had no
ne
this year; indicating his actions
must not be too excessive. It
seems he h as no m
· ten t1ons
·
of
changing his '' cour t- s1·d e
manner."
' When I'm 63 maybe I won't
be this way any more," he said
with a sheepish grin. 'But really,
Im not a fire-eater!"

"The only reason I came to
FTU is that I wanted to play for
my dad. It's an absolute privilege
for me." ·
Bo was an all-state high school
selection last year - his senior
year at Bishop Moore. He
averaged 25 points per game and
received ten scholarship offers
from the likes of University of
Florida and Stetson University.
Now, averaging over 22 points
a game, including a personal-high
38 point effort against Western
New England, Clark is absolutely
content to follow in the
footsteps of his brother, Mike,
still and all-time scoring king at
FTU.
Clark recalls, "When I was
young, I always envied my
brother playing for my dad, and . .
it was my dream to do the same
thing. The only time my dad's
ever coached me before this was
at summer basketball camps in
Wisconsin.
The curly-haired freshman
describes his father's notorious
temper as a "short burst of
excitement, something that he's
forgotten a few minutes later."
Clark adds, "He's just trying
to help me when he gets angry,
but he does it to all of the
players, not just me."
Bo a !so admires .Assistant
Coach Ray Ridenour and call
' him " one of the most dedicated
men around--someone who has a
great insight into the game."
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WALLACE:
By RANDY NOLES
Associate Editor

As a Democratic candidate in
1972, he received more votes in
the primaries than any other
contender, winning large
majorities in Northern states as
well as his home turf in the Deep
South . But a man named Arthur
Bremmer and his cheap handgun
took Wallace out of that race,
leaving him bleeding and near
death on a parking lot in Laurel,
Md., his legs hopelessly
paralyzed . . Wallace nonetheless
recovered suffieicntly to address
the 1972 Democrafic
Convention from his wheelchair,
providing that gathering with
one of its few poignant
moments.

Puffing on a black cigar, his
Brylcreem-slick hair gleaming,
George C. Wallace waited
patiently backstage at the
Orlando Municipal Auditorium
Saturday night.
He was waiting to be
introduced by his Florida
campaign cha.irman Bill France
to a sparse but foot-stompinp
crowd of transplant~d
Dixiecrats, senior citizens, and
an overwhelming number of
weather beaten middle-aged blue
collar types resplendent in
Wallace buttons, stickers, hats~
and of course, American flags. ··
George Wallace is o ne of ·the
They were fed up, by God.
Fed up with high ·taxes to
few. remaining " characters"
support foreign countries that
in an American political
hate us, fed up with beg
sce..;e
notable only for its
government telling the little guy
mediocrity
. ..
how to run his /ife, fed up with
welfare lOafers, thugs, and
"I warned them" he later
ultra-liberal judges.
boasted, "that if the Democratic
They know George was fed up
party didn't adopt policies closer
too . to what Middle America wants,
Like them, George was a
the people, the voters would
regular guy that spoke regular
repudiate them by the largest
language . He'd get up there and
margin in history."
straighten things out in
In that respect, at least,
Washington. He'd rattle a few · Wallace was right.
cages. He'd give government ·
George Wallace is one of the
back to the "Great Middle
few remaining "characters" in an
Class."
American political scene notable
For George Wallace, it is his
only for its mediocrity, and, in
thirtj ser ious run f.or the
fact, comes from a long_ line of
presidency.
Alabama political "characters."
· A formidable contender as a
Some of the others make
third-party candidate in 1968,
Wallace took tame .
Wallace forged a strong, fiercely
A prime example of this is
loyal national constituency and
Wa l lace's predecessor as ·
carried seven southern states.
Governor of Alabama, a hulking

Folksy Southern governor
slipping in popularity
6-foot-6, 300 pounder named
"Kissin' Jim" Folsom.
Tnougn comparect to t<"otsom,
Wallace is something of an angel
personally, the governor's_
folksiness and ability to play on
middle class hopes and fears, are
abilities learned from a master
and perfected to a fine art.
In 1976, however, it appears
that Wallace, despite his enviable
recognition factor and sturdy, if
unchanging national
constituency, has slipped in
popularity. And it's ironic.
The trend this year is
definitely anti-big government.
FDR new-dealers are out of
vogue. Among the main
representatives of the "new
trend" are liberals like Gov.
Jerry Brown of California, who
sums up the feeling best when he
states, "The best government is
no government at all."
Other presidential candidates,
ever alert to shifts in public
sentiment, have jumped on the
anti-big government bandwagon
as well, exploiting an issue that
used to be Wallace's atone.
Wallace's health, though it
appears robust, is a cause of
concern to many potential
supporters.
"Besides being paralyzed,
there's nothing wrong with me,"
he states proudly . But even if
this were the case, Wallac's
physical limitations make
stumping a burden, and of
course the governor's strong
point is the fire he can evoke
with personal appearances .
0th er signs of Wallace

THE PARTY'S OVER.

slippage include: -A straw poll
of Democratic party workers
here in October resulted in a
surprising win for Jimmy Carter
who buried his fellow southerner
by a margin of 3 to 1. In 1972,
when busing was still a hot issue,
Wallace swept the Florida
primary with 42 per cent of the
vote, taking all but a handful of
delegates. A defeat in this year's
Florida primary - formerly
considered all but sewn up for
Wallace - would be a severe
blow to the governor. But even
if he manages to squeak by here,
he must then face Carter again in
his home state of Georgia, Birch
Bayh in Indiana, and Lloyd
Bentsen in Texas. This grueling

series of crucial primaries in Ma
will make or break the Wallace
candidacy.
- In most of his campaign
rallies thus far, Wallace has
drawn crowds substantially
under what he enjo ed in 1972.
Last Saturday's rally at the
Municipal Auditorium for
instance, drew slightly more
than half the anticipated 3,000
supporters.
Jimmy Carter may have
summed up the electorate's
current attitude toward Wallace
in a recent Orlando press
conference when he said
"The people are tired of
sending Washington a message They want to send Washington a
president."

Roddenberry 1nay sell out
Seats will almost certainly be
sold out for both Gene
Roddenberry shows Saturday
night, but the VC will admit 100
standees to both shows on a
first-come, first-serve basis.
A

VC

spokesman said

Wednesday 959 and 810 tickets
had been sold for the 7 p.m. and
10 p.m. shows, respectively. The
assembly room accommodates
1,010 seats. The box office will
open at 5:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
for the two shows to admit
,standees.

Engineers get charter
The FTU Student Section of
the Society of Women Engineers
(SWE) was presented its national
charter in a ceremony Jan. 26.
Ms. Carolyn Phillips, national
president of the Society of
Engineers, made the

Alumni News
available now
Copies of FTU's "Alumni
News" are available for any
interested senior in the Alumni
Office, ADMIN 350.

presen ta ti on to Ms. Debra
Hitchcock, FTU Student Section
chairman.

Mock conflicts
become subject
of new group
A Conflict Simulations Club is
forming on the FTU campus.
Anyone interested in military,
political, business or sports
simulation "games" is invited to
attend the 7 p.m. Tuesday
meeting. Information is available
from Rich 275-4313.

LIBRARY COLLECTIONS WANTED
'IJll - K DRIVrJl:-"iJEfYi·:Y- - - -ll,-,
All too often, when the
party ends, the trouble begins.
People who shouldn't be
doing anything more active than
going to sleep are driving a car.
Speeding and weaving their
way to death.
Before any of your friends
drive home from your party,
make sure they aren't drunk.

. And don ·t kid yourse lf
because they may have had
some black coffee. l31ack coffee
can ·t sober them up well enough
to drive.
If someone gets too drunk
to drive. drive him yourself. Or
call a cab. Or offer to let him
sleep over.

I BOX 2:l4S
: ROCK VI LU·:. i\IAIWLA D 20852
I I "' •ml ll1 keq> m~ fnl'nd s nliw

I for lhl' n«xl part~'.
I Tdl me \\'hat t'i s l' I cn n d<t.

I
:
I
I
I

I \(\ "·""' ''
I
I , .1.1o •.._
I
I t '11 ,
s, ,,, ,.
/or
I
L----------------~

Corne' FTU Blvd. and 436

Call In ordets
a·n d pick up to take out

Find out all the things
they're doing for you.
Send for a free booklet on
the UN.

Write : U nited Nations
Assn .-U .S.A., Box 475, New
York, N. Y. l 0017.
There's alwavs been

~~y~-~... ~~.t~~..~~~'4~· c..~

m!I _,
-----------------. ..

.

Call Mrs. Brown at 894-6816

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS.
DRIVE DRUNK.

RANCH HOUSE

OPEN 24 HRS.

Local educational institution is interested
in purchasing all· or part of your personal
library of 50 or more volumes.

671-9058

NATURAL FOODS
by YOUNG LIFE
Corner of 50 & 436
Zayre Plaza
Full line of Natural Foods
Vitamins - Minerals
Vegetarian & DieteticFood

Discounts
to Students, Faculty & Staff

Were looking for certain majors
to become Lieutenants.

Mechanical and civil en·
gineering majors ... areo space and aeronautical en ·
gineering majors . . . majors
in electronics ... computer
science ... mathematics .
The Air Force needs peo·
pie . . . many with the above
academic majors. And
AFROTC has several differ·
ent programs where you
can fit ... 4-year, 3-year, or
2·year programs . Some of·

fering full scholarships. All
offering $100 a month
allowance during the last
two years of the program.
Flying opportunities . And all
leading to an Air Force offi·
c e rs com m is s ion , p I u s ad ·
vanced education .
If you'd like to cash in on
these Air Force benefits ,
start by looking into the Air
Force ROTC .

Put it all to ether in Air Force ROTC.

CONTACT THE PRO
OR AEROSPACE STUDIES
ROOM 243.

Future---
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Roddenberry
highlights
Ho1neco1ning
A busy week of Homecoming
activities at the Village Center is
spearheaded by the appearance
of "Star Trek" creator Gene
Roddenberry. He will offer two
shows Saturday, Jan. 24, that
will undoubtedly satisfy the
resurrected rage of Star Trek
fans.

See page 13 for an in-depth
study of the obstacles
Roddenberry surmounted to
produce "Star Trek."
'

Three movies, "The Odessa
File," "1776" and "Superfly"
will also run during the week. A
Bicentennial contribution
"1776" is a musical corned~
portraying the signing of the
Declaration of Independence.
Good music will be a part of
the scheduled events too. "The
Robert Coady Band" and "Rosie
O'Grady's Jaz.z Band" will
perform on the VC Green this
week .
Additionally, a vaudeville
Bicentennial satirical review will
be presented by Laurel Theater
Productions.
A carnival is also scheduled
durithe busy week, with all
proceeds to be turned over to
charities.
Babysitting services will be
available to FTU students and
alumni both Thursday and
Saturday evenings. All events are
free to students bearing FTU ID
cards.

"Swinging' change
seen in dance steps
By HOLLY CRISWELL
Staff Wri ter

Take heart, nostalgia lovers! It
looks like dancing trends are
taking a step backwards and the
modern " do your own thing"
dances are becoming a thing of
the past.
Watching the writhing ,
gyrating bodies on today's
discotheque dance floor it is
difficult, if not impossible to
discern who is dancing with
whom or if there is indeed any
partnership involved at all.
Viewed by "the older
generation" as obscene and
suggestive, the dances evolved
since the 1960s have been one of
the most chaste activities
indulged in by young people.
"I love to dance," said Sallye
Donnald, a pert blonde, FTU
education student. "It's so free
and full of expression. I can't
imagine ever liking the old king
of dancing."
If by "old kind of dancing"
Miss Donnald is alluding to the
age-old favorites like ttre
jitterbug, she might do well to
not only imagine it, but take a
few dancing lessons to learn the
steps.
According to local dance
stu~io instructors, "the swing"
(dances like the jitterbug) are
rapidly coming back into vogue.
"We get very few calls about
thy modern dances," said Leo
Morris, owner of Leo's Imperial
Dance Studio, 317 N. Orange
Ave . "The younger set is getting
more interested · in good
dancing."
0 f course, defining "good
dancing" is a subjective matter,
but one assumes the dancing in
question can be described as
moving to the music in a
defined, place-foot-here-step-one-two manner.
And believe it or ·not, Morris
claims his studio is receiving an
increasing number of young
people interested in learning
"the old danced," including the
waltz.

Morris said the only re quests
concerning modem dan cin g that
his studio ge ts are from persons
who wan t to l earn t h e
discotheque movements so they
can go out on the dance floor
and "do their own thing. "
Morris said he believes the
trend is not strictly a return to
the "old dances," but is a
combination of old and new
with the emphasis on physical
contact between partners.
"I never dance," said Jack
Banks, an FTU freshmen. "I just
feel stupid out there ... I don't
know what to do with my feet."
Brenda Kelly, dance
instructor ar Arthur Murray
School of Dancing, 106 S.
Magnolia Ave., said sentiments
like Banks' are common and
"Not knowing where to put
your feet" is one big reason
today's dances are on the way
out .
"Too many people don't
know how to move their feet,"
While the series provides relief
she explained. "Most people are
By KERRY FAUNCE
from the predictable antics of
very self-conscious because of
Staff Writer
Sherlock Holmes, the stoicism
that"'
characteristic of all but a few
Miss Kelly said if pal'ticipation
"The Rivals of Sherlock
English actors requires the acts
at Arthur Murray's is any
Holmes," a drama series being
be followed closely if any
indication, contact dancing is
aired for 13 weeks on Channel
meaning is to be derived .
making quite a comeback.
24 , explores the careers of
Acting through.o ut the play is
"The music is changing and
detectives
during
the
late
well
executed but it sometimes
the beats are a lot easier to
Victorian and Edwardian eras of
becomes melodramatic.
dance to," she said. "Lots of
English history .
Due to the intensity of the
older people are coming to our
The latest epic, "The
screen play and the nature of
disco-dancing classes to catch up
Mysterious Death on the
English literature during the late
on the old steps.
Underground
Railway,"
dealt
19th
and early 20th centuries,
.In the next five years dances
with a young ambitious Fleet
''The Rivals of Sherlock
like the jitterbug will be all
Street reporter who became
Holmes" series is recommended
anyone will want to do," she
involved in a murder inquiry.
for serious murder mystery fans.
added.
Of course the dance schools ~****************************~
are more than happy to have
contact dancing return, since a
lot more persons will find it
necessary to receive instruction
in order to properly execute the
more structured dances.
Fans of the "Bump" and the
''New York Hustle" need not be
disheartened, however. Miss -tc
Ke lly said she things those it
dances will "probably be around it
for a while yet."

ROSIE O'GRADY'S JAZZ BAND ·will participa~ m · omecommg ·eve
goodtime band will perform Wednesday, Jan. 28 at 11 a.m. on the VC Green. The
seven-member ensemble will also march in the FTU off-campus parade Saturday, Jan. 31.

Wet Willie,
Cheech, Chong
hit Gainesville

TV review

Sleuth series "stoic'
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Wet Wi Hie will appear in
concert tonigh t, Jan. 23 at 8
and 11 p.m. at The Great
South rn MuSic Hall at 233 W.
University Ave. in Gai nesville.

heech and Chong will
perform on Friday, Jan. 30 at 8
and 11 p.m. at the Mu ic Hall.
All eat ar re erved and tickets
are 5 and $6.

TONITE 9-- SUN
8g3_0
VCAR

•

FOLK ROCK SI GER CAT STEVENS gave two encores
from a ell-out crowd at the Lakeland Civic Center last
w ek .
election included "Wild World" and
•' Ioonshadow. '
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eentaur's cosmi' counsel
By BETTY NAIL

ARIES - A lover's quarrel is
indicated for the middle of this
coming week. Avoid
contradicting those close to you
during this period.

~
Album review

Carmen exhibits
keen melodic ability
By MYRON CARDEN
Managing Editor

I

the "Raspberries:'-'
Carmen again use~ the "hook"
of melodic and arresting· regrain
on both "Never Gonna Fan In
Love Again" and "My Girl."
Both songs have "hit single"
written all over them as the
listener tends to believe he has
heard the lilting melodies
sometime before. But no,
they're both Carmen originals as
are all the songs except for "On
Broadway," the 60's smash.
"A,11 By Myself" is Carmen's
masterpiece. Again using the
synthesizer as an orchestral
track, Carmen sings his song of
insecure desperation:

something about it. Continue to
follow successful procedure and
tactics. Beware of becoming
overly elf-confident.

TAR US - If possible go to the
highest person when you want
something that is due you. Make
your wishes known - don't beat
around the bush. Economic
matters could require a review.

CAPRICORN - You cannot
expect e eryone to see all things
your way. Discussion help to
narrow the breach caused -b:;
arguments. New developments
unfold towards the end of the
week for building up important
projects and resources.

GEMINI - Your thoughts turn
to far-away places and people.
Exercise utmost care when
riding the highways and try to

AQUARIUS - If love should
come into the picture make
certain it is real and not dictated
by expend iency. Disappoint-

PISCES~ Seek new out! t for
talents. Gather an loo e nd
you find. You should feel more

cheerful as your usual
capabilities come into pla at
worK.

confine driving to daylightf~mieinitisicioiuild~c~uitidieie~p~~i·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
hours. Try to avoid venting your
frustrations on loved ones.

-------·---- -----

PAULS AUTO CLINIC

CANCER - Imagination,
intuition and resourceful actions
are the foundation for a happier
a.n d more successful way of
living. Unrewarding ambitions
should be discarded. You begin/
feeling more and more
responsibilities.

COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE

Expert Auto & Truck Repair

Special Tune Ups
6 and 8 cylinders

$24.95 Parts & Labor

4 cylinders
Eric Carmen finally breaks
St 8.00 Parts & Labor
out of his "rock and roll time
Brake Job $40 _
warp" on his first solo album
and believe me, "there's no hard
feelin 's."
The former guiding light
behind the "Raspberries,"
LEO - Avoid acting too hastily
Carmen shuns the "rough ranchy
in response to a rapid-fire sales
rhythms to concentr~te instead
talk. Discuss matters with
on his keen melodic abilities.
persons close to you before
Notably influenced by . many .
making decisions. Stick rigidly
musical styles-the early 60's
to
schedules this w~ek.
sound of the Beatles and Beach
31 HAMM_OCK· MITCHELL RD., OVIEDO, 365-3143
· Boys, a touch of jazz, a little
classical and even torch stYlings;
VIRGO - The matter of
physical health crops · up at
Carmen includes all varied styles
When! was
home. Maintain a strict vigilance,
in this masterfully-produced .
I never needed anyone
protect your well-being as well
effort.
And makin' love was
as your possessions.
Accounting for much of the
just for fun
LIFE IS A GA BLE
lush production is Carmen's
Those days are
. Ht!re).one MllY to ~•e )IOUr bds!,~
in-depth use of the synthesizer
The day. you were born yeur
gone ...
LIBRA - A fine week for family
along with that of band
biological clock \WS' set and it will
All by myself
gatherings. There may be a
members Richard Reising and
continue ticking until the day you die.
Don't wanna be, all
surprise in store for someone
George Sipl. Using the
· Clnlike the time clock this biological
by myself anymore"
later who least expects it. Keep
synthesizer for both orchestral
clock has regular cycles. . ,a 23 .day
strangers away from all strictly
backing and for basic rhythm,
cycle, halfup, theotherhalfdown,/or
Carmen is one of the first
Carmen's weakest facet is his
family events - they could have
your physical cycle••. a 28 day
popular artists to appreciate the
lyrics. Only on "Sunrise" and
an upsetting influence and cause
emotional cycle• • •and a 33 day
"All By Myself" does he shine
mental cycle.
dexterity of this instrument.
friction.
Knowing when you 71 be at your
"S_unrise" leads off the album
lyrically. But his musical
best could be a big help in
showing Carmen's and producer
know-how and angelic voice
planning• •• when to do an important
Jimmy Ienner's enchantment
surpass all the faults inherent in
SCORPIO - It may be more
fob, when to talce a vacation, when to
with the synthesizer. The song
his simplistic songs about live
difficult to say "no" than it is to
ark for a raile, and on and on. It could
starts ·with a well-developed
and rock'n'roll.
nod· 1'yes." The more pressure
be the be" and cht!lllpest imurance
churnjng synthesizer track
The tritest of his lyrics is
policy you 71 ePer buy.
·
exerted, the more the reason for
before leading into the basic
found in "No Hard Fellings,"
Send bitth date, SIO for year's llio
being suspicious. Know precisely
where
he
returns
to
the
loud
what you are agreeing to.
rhythm chart to Bio Cyde, Inc., P. 0. - - - -. .
Carmen sound of simple guitar
raunch of the "Raspberries" and
Box 6.S~ Fmr Parle, Fla. 32730 ,,,chording and intricate
hopes "there's no hard feelin's"
harmonies. Finally the tune ends
with a brassy synthesizer layer'
for trying to get out of his "rock
SAGITTARIUS - Really
and roll time warp."
against' the melodic guitar
successful people are t11ose who
fingerings of Dan Hrdlicka.
No, there are no hard feelin 's,
have recognized their
"That's Rock and RoU" is
Eric, we all must escape
shortcomings and done
sometime.
a g a i n s i m p 1e c h o r d i n g ri•ii~~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim;..i;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
reminiscent of the 60's basic
chord progressions, backed by
Beach Boys - like harmonies
and the sing-along chorus that
seems to be the trademark of
Carmen even when rocking with

Lii••--·

·ADJUSTABLE
LIFE INSURANCE
for

Art Supplies

students, faculty &staff

Custom. framin

For further info contact

WltLIAM T. NUNLEY
or

MICHAEL V. DAMIANO
Ask for y ·o ur

· student
discount

,

.

500 ST. ANDREWS BLVD.
CREALDE MALL SUITE 206
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA 32789
PHONE: (305) 671-7337

Mon. thru Sat. 10 a.m.·6 p.m.
Fri. tll 9

Open Sunday 12 • 5·
Zayre Plaza at Rt. 50 &. 436

'THE MINNESOTA MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMP ANY

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
Jan. 23- Jan. 29, 1976
EVENT

TIME

LOCATION

FRIDAY, JAN. 23
Alpha Phi Omega
Rush
Kappa Sigma Rush
Favors
Religious Emphasis
We11k
Sigma Chi
VCPEC
Ski Club
Student ProducLions
Panellenic
Dance Rehearsals
'Odessa File"

9 a.m.-4 p.m.

VC Patio

9 a.m.-3 p.m.

11 a.m.-1 p.m.

VC Patio
VC 200
Multipurpose

All night till
11 a.m.
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
1 p.m.·2 p.m.
2 p.m.-4 p.m.
7: 30 p.m.-10 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

GCB
(all rooms)
vc 200
vc 214
vc 200
vc 200
vc 211
VCAR

9 a.m.-10 a.m.

SATURDAY JAN. 24
Sigma Chi
Delta Sigma Theta
Gene Roddenberry
Press Reception
Music Buffet Dinner
Wrestling
Gene Roddenberry

All night
until 11 a.m.
2 p.m.·7 p.m.
3 p.m.-4 p.m.

GCB
(all rooms)
GCB 114
Stud. Org. Lg.

5:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
7 -p.m. & 10 p.m.

Multipurpose
VCAR
VCAR

SUNDAY, JAN. 25
Alpha Phi Omega
Zeta Tau Alpha
Alpha Chi Omega
TKE
Tri Delta
VC Photo Lessons
"Odessa File"

1 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
8:30 p.m . .

vc 200
GCB 114, 116
vc 211
Multipurpose
GCB 103
vc 212
VCAR

Fewdiplomas
go unclaimed
FT U graduates apparently
place a great deal of importance
on their symbol of academic
achievement - the diploma.
Since the first FTU
graduation ceremony in 1970
only 19 students have failed to
obtain their certificates.
In contrast, the Florida
Flambeau
Florida State
University's FSU campus
newspaper, recenily reported
that almost 1,000 FSU diplomas
have never been claimed, som
d a I, ing back to 1940. Other
figures show about 2 percent of
a 11 F SU graduates have not
obiained their diplomas
i.mmediately following
graduation.
Martha Collins, an FTU
employee in the records and
registration department, said 11
of the 19 diplomas still
remaining belong to students
who graduated in 1975, while
the others are 1970-74 diplomas.
"Just recently," Mrs. Collins
recalls, "a former student sent
his brother over to pick up his
diploma which had been
collecting dust since the first
graduating class in 1970. He said
he didn't believe in attending
graduating ceremonies or
diplomas, and his father didn't
either, but that he would t.ake it
if we were only going to throw it
away."
Mrs. Collins said some of the
students do not pick up their
dipolmas because they owe
money to the university for such
items as parking tickets or
library fines.

YOUR KEY TO A SUCCESSFUL JOB SEARCH

A professionally prepared Resume perfectly tailored
"Invest just a I ittle now to
to you and and your career.
earn a lot more later.,,
Call for details Richard Dunegan 857 -3565

---------------------~
fYOURCAMPUS
LUTHER~N CHURCH1
I
iNVITES YOUR ATTENDANCE
I
I
I

III

Christian Education Hour - Sunday 9:15a.m.
Family Worship Sunday 10:30a.m.at Hope Lutheran Church

I
I 2600 N. Dean Road (Go West on FTU Blvd., then South on Dean I
Road) I
I Rev. Lance Netland of Lutheran Campus Ministry
I
Member of FTU United Campus Ministry 67J;Wl.-----1

:

Prayer Meeting Sunday Nights 7:45

!

---------------HATHA YOGA

'

NUTRITION
MEDITATION
Cl.ASSES 339-2583
DO IT YOURSELFERS

10% off on lumber
RESIDENTIAL -

COMMERCIAL -

• PosTs

• eARBED w1RE

• POl.ES

• FIELD FENCE

:

~~L~~~A : :':~::D . wiRE

5210 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
('h MILE W. 436)

RANCH -

FARM

Discount on
AND EQUIPMENT most items to
FTU students, faculty & staff·

·FARM suPPuEs

273-1732

It No Ana.

855-9455

MONDAY, JAN. 26
Homecoming
Pi Kappa Little

Sisters
VCB Cinema
Committee
Karate Lessons
Yoga
Dance Rehearsals

10 a.m.-2 p.m.
5 p.m.-6:30 p.m.

VC Green
Stud. Org. Lg.

5 p.m.-6 p.m.

vc 200

6 p.m.-8 p.m.
6:30 p.m.-9 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-10 p.m.

Multipurpose
Stud. Org. Lg.
vc 211

TUESDAY, JAN. 27
Homecoming
ATO Little Sisters
VC Speakers
Committee
American Indian Org.
IFC
Alpha Phi Omega
Karate Lessons
Conflict
Simulations Club
Dance Rehearsals
VC Cultural
Events Comm.

10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
3
3
4
6
7

p.m.-4:'30 p.m.
p.m.-4 p.m, ,
p.m.-6 p.m.
p.m.-8 p.m.
p.m.-11 p.m.

7: 30 p.m.-10 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-11 p.m.

VC Green

vc 200
vc 214

LIB 108

vc 200
. vc 200

Multipurpose
vc 214
VCAR "A"

vc 200

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 28
Homecoming
VC Board
Yoga Lessons
"1776"
Karate Lessons
VC Photo Lessons
Alpha Phi Omega
Dance Rehearsals
FTU Chris ti an
Fellowship

10 a.m.-2 p.m.
4 p.m.-6 p.m.
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
6 p.m.-11 p.m.
6 p.m.- 8 p.m.
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-10 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-9 p.m.

VC Green
vc 200
Stud. Org. Lg.
VCAR
Multipurpose
vc 212
vc 214
vc 211
VC 200

THURSDAY JAN. 29
Philosophical
Society
Baptist Campus
Ministry
G nale Meeting
Preprofe sional
Medical
c.
Captain s Meeting
Phi Chi Theta
Delta Sigma Pi
VC Favor Girl
Scouts
VC Bab sitting
Program
Karat Le on
Homecoming Di co
Tecque
Della Tau Delta
TKE Litt! Sisters
SG Judicial~
Rule Comm.
Dance Rehearsal
Intervarsi ty
Chri tian
Fellow hip

11 a.m.-2 p.m.

Knight Room

11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

ENGR 121

Noon-3 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.

ENGR 108
ENGR 336

oon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
4 p.m.-6 p.m.

vc 200

i

6p.m.

GCB 114, 116
GCB 103 110
vc 211. 214
t.ud. Org. Lg.

6 p.m.- p.m.
6 p.m.-1 a.m.

VCAR
Multipurpose

6 p.m.-9 p.m.
7 p.m.- :30 p.m.
7 p.m.-11 p.m.

vc 214
H&FA 209
vc 200

7:30 p.m.-10:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-9 p.m.

VC 211
H&FA 117

HELP WANTED

1972 Capri - Automatic,
new paint job, good
Advertising Salesperson, condition. Asking $1300.
part time. 275-2865.
. Call 27 3-6343 after 4: 30
· weekdays, anytime Sat. and
Typist, pait time 4 to 8 Sun.
hours, Sat. only. Contact H.
C. Hornsby, Jimmy Bryan '72 Yamah 175 cc. Custom
_Toyota. 678-1600.
paint job. Excellent
condition. $250.00.
Help!! Overworked 894-7410.
secretary needs help with
housework, 3 hrs.
House for Sale - Goldenrod.
Satl,lrdays, ironing etc. for 2 Large comfortable 3 bdrm.
adults. Off FTU Blvd. Call 2 bath, air, fenced yard, 2
Anne, 2341 (Math Dept.)
car garage, large screened
porch, much more.
Need bucks? Small $37 ,900. 678-3530.
treasury? Quick funds for
easy sales. How·s yours days Dodge Van seats $100.
or ev. but self motivated
each. 678-3530.
only. 644-5707.
Tuskawilla Conntry Club
. FOR SALE
Home by Owner.
Immaculate - 2 years old,
For sale '68 Pontiac,
better than new - walkind
Catelina $450. Call after 8
distance Golf, Tennis,
p.m. Ask for Anne
Stables and Lake. 4 bdrm.,
89&-8539.
2 bath, extra neat. Huge
18 'x 3 6' sparkling all
'67 Chevy Nova 283V8 runs
automatic pool. Redwood
well. New sticker, auto.,
fence. Gorgeous landscaping
rad., htr., and air. $400.
- pond - deep well Tom Hill 834-4 779 after 5
sprinklers - BBQ - drapes.
p.m. daily.
Large lot, all extras
678-7252, $64,900.
Pianos, uprights, 20 to
Excellent schools.
choose from. $95. - $295.
Delivery available.
SERVICES
Alexande1·s 273-7220. We
also buy used pianos.
Spanish tutor. Native
speaker. Retired professor
Home for sale. 2 bdrms.
wili teach in your home.
attached privated studio
Reasonable fee. For info
apartment now brings call 896-6690 Evenings.
$12 00 per year income.
Corner Lot. Convenient Experienced typist. IBM
$24,800. Call 896-6690.
Selectric. Reasonable rates
for fast service. Call Susie
'7 3 Nova SS 25,000 mile . Weiss after 5: 30 p.m.
Excellent condition. $2600.
678-3481.
Air, PS, PB plus extras.
275-2865. Can be seen on
Typing - Extensive
campus from 8-5 1\1-F.
experience m term papers,

business letters and theses.
Fast and accurate,
reasonable rates. Phone
834-1991.
FOR RENT
Room - sepai·ate entrance
$12.50/wk. will have 4
bedroom home complete
furnished, air cond., heat. 2
miles to FTU. Call
273-2212. Will sign lease
not less than year.
Roommate needed.
$50/month. House located
2 miles from FTU. Leave
message at 275-2273 or
stop by 11506 E. Colonial.
George Dunham.
PERSONAL
To all Sororities. The
Brothers of TAU KAPPA
EPSILON would like to
express our thanks to all the
young ladies who made our
rush party a great success.
We all hope you had a good
time. Thank you. The
Brothers of TKE.
FREE PUPPY to good
home. Ten week old.
Female. Please call
678-4408.
To our fantastic Zeta man,
Gary. From all the Zetas we're proud of you toots!
WANTED
Female would like to share
house and expenses with
ame. Azalea Park. Pets and
kids 0.K. Call Kathy
855-7610 between 8:30 and
5:00.

Roddenberry success story
result of creativity, persistence
(Editor's Note: Alan Geeslin,
Future pholo chief and one of
FTU's foremost "Star Trek"
authorities steps out of the
darkroom and sits down at a
typewdter for this two-part
series on Gene Roddenberry's
visit.)
By ALAN GEESLIN
Photo Chief

Gene Rodden berry, creatol'
and producer of TV's "Star
Trek" who will speak on campus
Saturday night, fought an uphill
battle to get his idea of a
"believable" science fiction
series on the air. Today, he is the
hero of "Star Trek" fans
nationwide, and is respected for
his remarkable creativity and
persistence as a writer and
producer.

Though doing quite well as a
freelance writer, Roddenberry
still had relatively little job
security, and wanted to be the
writer/producer of a television
series. By 1963 this goal had
been achieved, and he had
created and was producing "The
Lieutenant" at Metro-Goldwyn- ·
Mayer (MGM).
In 1963, MGM asked
Roddenberry to generate ideas
for a new series. Roddenberry
had been interested in a science
fiction program ever since his
early days in television, but felt,
that in order for a science fiction
program to be believable, certain
restrictions had to be set on the
content.
He believed the capabilities of
both man and machine depicte-d
in a futuristic setting should be
based on coqtemporary, credib le
technology rather than fantasy.
Roddenberry also felt the
actions of the participants
should be justified. He said the
action of "aliens" in many
science fiction shows were not
justified or explained, which
tended to make the show
unbelievable.

progra1

of

fusion of matter and anti-matter
is possible; it has already been
achieved on a minute scale by
several research laboratories.
The studio began to complain
about the time and money that
was being spent on the design of
the space ship finally named the
"Enterprise." But Roddenberry
insisted that the ship was an
integral part of the success of
the show, and that in order for
the average person to accept It,
it would have to appear realistic
and be based on logical design
concepts.

First role ca.st

The "Star Trek" idea was
submitted to MGM and other
studios, but the general feeling
was that it would be too
expensive and complicated to do
as a weekly series. Desilu
Studios, however, which was
badly in need of a television
series at the time, took a chance
and signed Roddenberry up for a
three-year contract to make

Writing the script created
more problems as time went on.
Various aerospace experts were
contacted about present and
future plans for space vehicle
design; Roddenberry insisted
that everything about the ship
be believable. Useless fins and
rocket tubes which served no
useful purpose were not allowed.
Much thought was also given
to the type of computer system
which would be aboard. Most
experts contacted felt that by
the time of the show's setting
computers would be ca able of

Casting for the first pilot was
under way, although the original
cast was somewhat different
than the final one. The lead roles
were Captain Christopher Pike,
played by Jeff Hunter;
super-efficfent, glacier-like
female as the .ship's executive
officer, referred to only as "No.
1," played by Majel Barrett· the
navigator, Joe Tyler, played by
Peter Duryea; Mr. Spock, played
by Leonard Nimoy; the ship's
doctor, Phillip "Bones" Boyce,
played by John Hoyt, and the
captain's Yeoman, J .M. Colt,
played by Laurel Goodwin.
In 1965, about 10 months
after NBC had first expressed an
interest in "Star Trek," the first
pilot was delivered for the
network's evaluation. NBC said
that the show was very
believable, and very well
produced, but that it was "too
cerebral": it would go over the
heads of most viewers.
What they wanted was a show

television pilots for them.
Roddenberry tried to sell his
idea to CBS. After listening to
his ideas, they decided to go
with another space science
fiction series. "Lost In Space,"
rejecting "Star Trek" as not
b ing aimed as a big enough
audience to be profitable.
In 1964 the idea was
submitted to NBC. They were
interested in the show, and
asked for three stories from
which NBC would select one to
gain the basis of the pilot script.
One of the first deci ion to
be made wa the design of the
s hip. Roddenberry thought a
large ship with man crewmen
would provide a great variety of

interpreting vocal commands,
and would be used as the
primary information source
aboard such a ship.
It was also felt that space
ships of the future would have
some sort of "force field", about
the ship to deflect cosmic dust
or small meteroids. Such
particles could be devastating if
contacted at speeds greater than
the speed of light.
·
In order to attain such speeds
Roddenberry thought energy
derived from the fusion of
matter and anti-matter would
have to be used· other forms of
energy such as atomic and ion
propulsion would be sufficient.
The release of energy by the

that relied more on action, less
on in tangibles. Also, NBC did
not like the idea of the alien, Mr.
Spock. They felt his pointed ears
and satanic appearance would
off end religious groups. But,
Roddenberry drew an analogy
between Mr. Spock and the rest
of the human race, saying that
everyone is an alien on a strange
planet that people spend most
of their lives trying to
communicate with others.
In general however, NBC was
impressed with "Star Trek," and
set a precedent by asking for a
second pilot. Although NBC
asked specifically that Mr. Spock
be dropped Roddenberry
refused to do the show without

Requirements costly

GENE RODDENBERRY,
writer and producer of'
"Star Trek" will speak
Saturday about the series'
creation. The "Enterprise"
was mother ship for the
popular science-fiction

characters to use in the program,
as well as justifying a great
variety of specialized personnel.
Many compromises were
made for economics. The
concept
landing only on
"Class M" planets was based on
the belief that the frequent
appearance of unconventional
life forms would be too
expensive, because of make-up
and costuming. Operating in
remote sections of the galaxy
allowed the ship to be more
independent, and placed more
responsibility on the captain.
The members of the crew were
thereby responsible for their
own destiny.
The three stories were
submitted, and NBC chose one
entitled "The Cage." The script
based on that story eventually
was known as "The Menagerie."
This story later won the
International Hugo Award for
filmed science fiction.

Designs functional

him. A
a result NBC
compromised asking that he be
kept in the background. (Later,
when Mr. Spock's popularity
rose NBC asked Roddenberry to
bring him out of the background
and develop more stories about
him.)

Months to produce
The second pilot took almost
10 months of work to produce.
Roddenberry was aware that this
was "Star Trek's" last chance,
and he insisted that everything
be done properly. Finally, in
February 1966, NBC announced
that "Star Trek" would debut
the following September.
Despite many doubts, "Star
Trek" made it through the first
season and was renewed ror a
second. At the end of the second
season, NBC canceled it, due to
poor ratings, but received such
an overwhelming amount of mail
in favor of the program it was
renewed for the first half of the
third season.
But, its 10 p.m. Friday time
slot was considered by many to
be a death blow for the series.

Fans still loyal
Though it is out of
production, "Star Trek" is far
from dead. Its approximately 70
episodes are still in syndication
all across the nation, such as on
Orlando's independent station
WSWB-TV, where "Star Trek"
has consistently been its highest
rated show.
Cast members are constantly

==
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Former Pilot
Roddenberry began his
writing career in the late 1940's
while a Pan American pilot on
the New York-to-Calcutta flight.
The flight afforded plenty free
time to try his hand at writing.
His first sal es were to flying
magaz ines.
In 1949 he moved t o Los
Ange les w i t h th e hope of
b ecomin g a television writer.
Not fi nding work, he took a job
w ith t he Los Angeles Police
De p a r tment. It wasn t until
1951 that he wrote hi s first
televi ion script. In 1952 he
wrote a science fiction story,
''The Secret Defense Of 11 7 "
which was later broadcast on
Chevron Theater.
In 1954 he quit the police
departm e nt to become a
full- time freelance writer. Over
the n xt several years, he wrote
cripts for shows like "West
Point and "Hav Gun, Will
Travel ' for which his Helen Of
Abajinian ' pi od won him a
Writers Guild award for Best
We tern.
B thi time he wa earning a
r putation as one of the
ut tanding writ r in television.
0th r ho\ s he wrote for
in luded
Kaiser Aluminum
Hour
"Four Star Theater "
aked Cit
and 'Dr.
Kildare.

in demand for personal
appearances, and Roddenberry
has found a market for a
speaking lour. Leonard Nimoy
came to FTU last spring and
drew one of the largest crowds
on record for a university
production.
A popular following, the likes
of which no other television
series in history can boast,
continues seven years after it left
the network schedule.
Work is now under way on a
motion picture version of "Star
Trek."
It is almost certain those and
other prospects for a "Star
Trek" production revival will be
part of Roddenberry's
comments Saturday night.

Netters ready
for season
B M RKHE
Staff Writer

HARUKI KAWAi\1
AI, a
national high . chool
wre tling champion in
Japan, found the going
tough a
he Io t thi
decision. Kawamukai, a 118
pound matman, found
himself out weighed as
injuries forced him into the
1 2 8 weight cla s against
LSU Thui·sday night.

Photo by Mike Padqett

LSU giyes grapplers
sixth victory of season
-

t ve Bryant, la
fall'
numb r on t nnis pla~ r and
two newcomer . T by
rabl
and Ian Harri , are being
counted n by Head Coa h L x
Wo d to lead a young FT
n tter L am to a winning ea on.
Wood aid Br 1 ant who wa
the Orlando Cit
Tenni
Champion this y ar would get
stiff competition from Crable
and Harris for the numb r on
spot this s ason.
Crabl , a sophomore wa
called by Wood "probably th
finest player on the team this
year. ' Harris, a fr hman from
Illinois, is a sea oned v teran of
the tennis circuit who has a big,
pow rful game according Lo
Wood.
Other netters who figur
strongly in Wood's game plans
include sophomore Bill Stelzer
a· former basketball player from
New York and Mark Watford,
the former number one player at
Broward Community College
and a fine doubles player as well.

rfuture

-
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Doug Malijowski joins the
squad after playing for Seminole
.Community College last year
Amid handshakes fro!ll congratulatory fans, wrestling coach Jerry and Mark Gun?erson retu~ning
Gergley kept repeating, "We'll take it," referring to the grapplers" from last year is an exceptional
24-17 win over the Tigers from Louisiana State University.
·
doubles P.layer. _
With the help of two forfiets, one in ·the 134 weight class and
Roun~mg out t~rn team ~re
another in the heavyweight division, the Knights battled their way back Dan Hicks, a big aggressive
from a 15-17 deficit, led by the performance of FTU's 190 pounder Al for mer number one from
Lloyd.
Apopka Memorial High School
Lloyd, wrestling in his first match in two weeks due to a strained and Jim Scott from Winter Park.
knee, roared back in the second period to take a 6-5 lead and then held
on the entire third period to take the victorv.
"I'm 6-foot-1, 190 pounds and I'm beautiful," Lloyd proclaimed
after the match. "It was my first home match, and the knee didn't
really bother me-but then I wasn't really thinking about it."
Lloyd said he knew pressure was on him to win the match. "I knew
it was up to me," he said. "I looked at the scoreboard all the way up to
the mat ."
'·'W ith hard work, good coaching and God's guidance, we're going to
have a super year," Lloyd said prophetically.
Rich Dombrowski, wrestling at 150 lbs and 1 77 pounder Dave
Alberts continued their undefeated record in dual matches.
Dombrowski, leading in the match 5-0 at the end of the first period,
completely dominated his man pinning him early in the second to give
FTU their first lead of the night, 12-11.
Three heartbreaking losses by the awarding of "riding time" (control'
of your man for more than one minute) cost the grapplers three
matches.
Down 17-12, Dave Alberts pulled a takedown with 30 seconds left in
the match and preluded the miracle win for Lloyd.
The Knights, now 6-1-1 in dual play, play host to the powerful War
Eagles of Auburn Jan . 24 . Auburn also defeated the Tigers by a score
of 24-12.
By MARK HESS
Staff Writer

·LEX WOOD

Cagers ranked in NCAA status
By STEVE ISHAM
Staff Writer

The NCAA Statistics Service
reveals the Knights are averaging
95.5 points-per-game, about
eight points behind the division
leaders, Pr~irie View (Tex.).

The FTU basketball team
holds six positions in the NCAA
Di vision II national statistics
categories, including the number
six most potent offense in the
Bennie ::>haw is ranked as the
_n_a_t_io_n_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4th individual scoring leader,
hitting the hoop at a 28.1 clip
through tbe first ten games this
year.

VA office
open nights·

Photo by Mike Padgett

UNDEFEATED IN DUAL iATCHES, Dave Alberts adds to
his unbeaten string by decisioning Tiger grappler Ken Smith
6-5. The Knights went on to win the match 24-1 7.

...

The office of Veterans Affairs
has announced new office hours
in order to accomodate night
students. On Monday
Wednesday and Thursday the
office will be open from 8 a.m.
until 7 p.m. and on Tuesday anc
Friday from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m.

Other statistical honors for
the cagers include: 6th place
positions in the average victory
margins (17 pts.), and field goal
percentage (.514); and 4th place
in free throw percentage (.781).
Cal Lingelbach is listed as 4th
in the division in individual free
throw pct. (.907).

Rocky Thomas starts out her
third year as coach of the
women netters with an enviable
problem. Thomas said her first
eight players "could play
anywhere on the squad."
Former No. 2 player, Kathy
Mitchell is back from last year's
team. Mitchell, a steady
performer is backed up by Tracy
Stapp, a sophomore who
Thomas called "the strongest girl
on the squad."
Merrymount College transfer
Terry Ivesdal was a pleasent
surprise to Coach Thomas, and is
also a strong 1cal)d!!:late (or t):le
number one seat.
Debbie Kall returns from last
year after sitting out almost the
entire season with strep throat.
Kathy Schell and Kim Drury will
complete in doubles play as well
as individual matches.
Coach Thomas is still
-undecided between her No. 6
position as Jan Reynold and
Cindy Carter both vie for the
spot .

...

-

Cagers win two
Crush Western New England 109-74,
Florida Meniorial College, 110-92
FTU 109, WNEC 74

The Women' Basketball Team stunn d three Iiami teams thi
weekend wjth wins over liami-Dade South, University of .l\1iami, and
Miami-Dade North . The Knight are now undefeat d with four wins.
The first win came again t a stubborn Miami-Dade South team,
where FTU's outstanding defen e was a major factor.
The game was nip n tuck until the clo ing minute when Date South
could no longer contain the fast breaking Knight . Terri Ray led all
scores with 16 points, followed closely by Kathy S~ilwell wit.h 12. The
final score was 48-34.
In the second game that. same day, good outside hooting by Kristy
Boston helped the Knight squeeze past Universit of Miami 60-57.
Excellent ball-handling on the part of Kathy tilwell and good
rebounding b Terri Ray were key faclors in this close contest.
In the final game, the Knights soundly defeated Dade North 52-35.
The game remamed close throughout the first half the Knights not
taking command until the second half of the game . Standout freshman
Cynthia Young displayed sharp offensive and de fen ive play
throughout the game. Again, the Lady Knights played a devestating
defensive game, holding the Falconettes to a low 35 points.
Coach Pam Bµrke was especially pleased with the team effort
thr<;>ughout the weekend. "In every game this season, the girls hav had
three players in double figures - This may be a rebuilding season for
t.hP Kni11ht.s . hut non 't tell Miami about it.

by STEVE ISHAM
Staff Writer

Bo Clark Lallied 38 points,
including four early baskets to
give FTU a lead they never
relinquished as the Knights
destroyed Western New England
College 109-74.
Clark, the 6-foot, 1-inch
freshman guard, was accurate
from the beginning, hitting shots
from 15 and 20 feet out. He
connected on 17 field goals, four
free-throws and was credited
with one stea l and two assists.
The visi-tors were troubled in
the first half by a tenacious
full-court press implemented by
FTU, which resulted in ten
turnovers. Midway in the first
period the score reached a
Knight advantage 34-23, and by
ha I fti me the frustrated New
England team found themselves
13 points down and beginning to
lose the batue of the boards.
The second half saw the Lotal
destruction of the visiting squad
as the Knights came out runnif1g
hard. Clark scored many of his
second-half points on layups
followed long "baseball passes"
from commanding FTU
rebounders Willie Bellotte and
David Louis.
Bennie Shaw scored 22
points, falling short of his 28
point - per - game ave rage.
However, the New England team
keyed heavily on Shaw during
the first half.

FTU

119, FMC 92

niakes no difference
if you 're a winner...
ady Cagers 4-0 on season

Photo- by Alan Geeslin

CAL VIN LINGELBACH, who quarterbacks the 9-3 Knights,
drops in two points to help down florida Memorial.
Lingelbach tallied 16 points against the Lions.

On Title IX

Girl jocks cash

•

ID

While some schools dig in for battle over compliance with Title IX
regulations requiring equal sports facilities for men and women, other
?chools have jumped the gun. As a result, increasing numbers of women
are receiving athletic scholarships.
Nine women at Stanford University were recently awarded
scholarship totaling over $30,000 while UCLA is forking over $57,000
to help 49 women in nine sports this year. Penn State University will
raise its total number of free rides from 18 to 30 in 19.76 and the
University of Texas is also planning on expanding its scholarship
program for female athletes.
Although the Title IX guidelines do not take full effect until July,
1978, the University of Miami started offering scholarships to women
in 1973. Since then, its women's swimming team has jumped fr-0m
18th place to first in national championships.

t-noto i..,,- Steve Isham

FTU'S WOMEN CAGERS wait anxiously for the tip-off
against Tampa University. The women still undefeated with
four wins, are to play Miami Dade and Brevard Community
Colleges this week.

DON HUMPHREY'S BICYCLE
& HOBBY SHOP

For the seventh time this
season, FTU passed the century
mark en-route to a 110-92
9852 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
whipping of outmanned Florida
WE STOCK A COMPLETE LINE
Memorial College at Winter Park
OF HOBBIES
High School.
WE SERVICE ALL MODELS OF BICYCLES
The game was never really
close, Bo Clark had the hot hand
10% discount on bikes
early in the game, scoring 12 of
the first 18Kn~htpoints, ~vmg ·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
FMC an 18-6 deficit.
Cal Lingelbach also played an
exce llent first half with four
assists, several blocked shots,
and a first-rate display of slick
dribbling, enabling the Knights
20 hours, $70.
to climb to a 55-35 halftime
I ead. Lingelback finished the
Half our students scored 600.
evenmg with 16 points.
FTU for once had a
Course repeatable free.
ignificant heighth advantage
over the visitors, and it showed
70 pt. improvement over best pre-course
frequently. FMC was continually
score by two tries after course or your
intimidated und r the basket by
the taller defenders.
money back. Attend first class free, no
The second half was a
comp! te reversal of tactics for
obligation.
boLh quads as the race of the
fa t break began and although
th play was not very graciou it
wa
fficient. The Knights
match d their first half point
total bu t FMC managed to
outsc r th m b two.
18 tflour$,.$;35;.-.f.,\
, y ,4'· 0 ,~,.
Bennie haw'.adding N of-his
25 points in th ·· e on'd half Course repeat~br~ fre~: · i.~ ••\ · '·
fini h d a the l ading scor r, a
core 1000 by the second try after course
on p int ah ad of Bo Clark.
But the big moment cam
or your money back.
with almost three minutes
remaining wh n Tyrone parrow
to d in a la up anq again th
p t nt Knicrht ffen e reached
or write
th 100-point plateau.

Bus Ride To

BASKETBALL

.LSAT PREPARATION COURSE
(IN ORLANDO)

vs
ST. Petersburg

•••••••••••••••••••

GRE, PREPARATION COURSE
(IN ORLANDO)

..

Call (305) 854-7 466

J 1 "

·v rJ

0

\"J;• I

2477 S.W. 21 St. Miami, Fla. 33145

A student bus will leave
at 5:00 pm.
Only 50
seats are available, all
on a first-come firstserve basis.
A $1 deposit
is necessary to make a
reservation.
Reservations
made at SG offices.
Deadline is noon, Wed., Jan.
28.
Minimum passenger
load is 35 students.
Deposit refunded if bus
is cancelled or when you
get on.

FTU

(
I

Support FTU -

Sign up Now!
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Author strives for ....llothingness"
By DANA EAGLES
Edit or-i n-Chief

While some may strive for
mate r ia l or sp iri tual wealth,
philosopher, author journalist,
teacher and social critic Michael
Novak slrives for whal he calls
"nothingn ss."
Novak, on campu Monday
for the United Campus
Ministry-sponsored 'Religious

Emphasis Week," told a midday
audience the realm of
nothingness-something he
defines as "that glimpse of
fundamental formlessness' -is
'a good place to inhibit."
Novak illustrated his concept
with the person who thinks
about his present life and images
of the life they could be leading.
He sa id nothing forces a person
to be lhe way they are. All

Archaeology school
begins in spring
One of FTU's newest faculty
memb er s, Dr. Ron Wallace,
associate professor of sociology ,
has opened a new academic
avenue for archaeology students.
His achievement: an
archaeology field school which
will begin spring quarter.
Wallace said the field school
will involve actual excavations,
laboratory ~ork, regular
examinations, and a seminar in
method and theory. Students
will also learn how to write site
reports.
The school will be limited to
20 persons, who will be
admitted on .a priority basis.
Priority will be given to
sociology majors. Interested
students should see Wallace in ·
his office in Lib. 115D.
Wallace said students will sign
up for a 12 hour sociology
course. It would be the only
course that could be taken that
quarter. Wallace believes if other
courses were taken along with
his, students could not devote
themselves fully to his course

DR. RON WALLACE
because of other class work.
Wallace who is in his first year
of teaching is "anxious· to start
fiei.d research." He believes
teaching in the classroom is a
good opportunity for dialogue,
but if an archaeologist spends all
his time in the classroom he can
miss out on special
developmenbin the field.
"I am enthusiastic," said
Wallace about the field school.
"I can't wait to begin."
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those thing you ve been
inhibiting you could bring out,"
he said . But each life one
envisions "Makes you feel just as
weary as the one you are living."
Novak said society tells
people to avoid the experience
of nothingness, but iL is
nonetheless accessible.
Novak based the talk on his
book,
The Experience of
Nothingness," one of ten
philosophical works he has
written. He is also the author of
two novels, and contributes to
several popular, scholarly and
religious journals.
He has taught at Harvard,
Stan ford and Old Westbury , an d
served as associate director of
humanities for the Rockefelle1
Foundation. He now serves as a
consultant to government, labor.
corporations and educational
institutions.
Though he said words were
poor tools to describe such an
abstraction, he said one col,lld
come closer to the experience by
enhancing their honesty ,
courage, exercise of freedom and
community with one another.
Those four factors are the "set
of activities" that make up the
human spirit, Novak said.
According to Novak, "people
are doing different things to
solve the problem of identity. ·
The answer isn't given explicitly
or consciously for some people.
They jus~ live."
He said we define a myth as

"a crazy illusion-a legend that
other people live under. He aid
that while we believe what we
have is real and what others have
are only myths there may be no
'reality."
Novak criticized what he
considers Americans'
preoccupation with happiness.
'This is the onl country in the
world where theres a
constitutional obligation to be
happy " he said. According to
Novak, people too often
consider happiness in Lerms of
material possessions or physical
comfort, not considering that
happiness may be a product of
other factors.
Though Americans' conceived
heritage has always been that the
best the bravest, and thymost
ad v'enturous founded this
country, Novak raised the
question ; "What if the misfits
instead of the best started
America?"

MICHAEL NOV AK, author
of philosophical and
religious works, spoke for
the U.C.M.-sponsored
"Religious Emphasis Week"
Monday.

We have been taught that the
American people are " good,"
Novak said. "No one else
believes they're good. What if
there is no New World?"
. ••••••••••••••••••••••••

'

Naval encourages people to
week the experience of
nothingness in· dealing with
themselves as persons and with
politics, separating myth from
reality. Americans' assessment of
themselves is arrogant, Novak
said. "We're just as crummy and
mediocre as everybody always
has been."
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:APARTMENTS:
'

in University :
Highlands
:
2 Bdrm. furnished
Individual Students $62 mo. :
Couples $180 mo.
:
Including Water & Garbage :•
894-2970 or

i
!

671-.5001
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Childrens · Ranc~
OPEN 24 hrs. - 7 Day•

Wee Care
Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-to-date, 160page, mail order catalog. Enclose·
$1.00 to cover postage and
handling.

JYear FTU

Reasonable Rates

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
113221DAHOAVE .• # 206
LOS ANG.EL ES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 '

5

Aci:es.~

Our research papers are sold for ·
research purposes only.

- Large Play Area

273-1470

11 a.m. · 11 p.11.
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